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NIXON ANNOUNCES 50M00 WITHDRAWAL
Pfc. R. C. Kimball
Injured, Football
Game In Vietnam

I saying the U. S.
eakthrough in the
desperately stiorg
e t's ours, We can

K

Williams President's Vietnamization Of
ICSStudents Corporal
Calls From Okinawa
iVin Honors
War To Continue At Steady Pace
In Filmmaking

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams 1303 Doran Road receiv
Pfc. Randall C. Kimball hu
ed a telephone call from their
been injured while serving in
will increase as further Amerby STEWART HENSLEY
son
Marine Corporal Charles
Nang,
Da
the armed forces in
ican troops are pulled out, and
UPI Diplomatic Reporter
T. Williams this morning at 3:30
Vietnam.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — In the President left himself an
from Okinawa.
a
The soldier, son of Mr. and
announcing
plans to withdraw escape hatch. He said that if
Williams
told
his
Corporal
For the second consecutive
Mrs. R. C. Kimball, will be in
another
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American sol- the enemy tried to take advane
was
6:00
p.
m.
parents
that
it
the hospital in Japan for ap- year, students of Murray State there in Okinswra. He reported diers from Vietnam, President age of the situation, taking actUniversity
School have won naproximately three months. He
that he was staying busy in his Nixon has underlined his de- ion that would "jeopardize our
was injured while playing foot- tional honors in the Kodak specialty of avionics, repairing termination to proceed with remaining forces, I shall not
Teen-Age Movie Awards.
ball.
the electronle ttquipment on "Vietnamixation" of the war at hestitate to take strong mess
His address is Pfc. Randall The contest, sponsored by the fighter planes said bombers. a steady pace unless there it ures."
Kodak Company of
C. Kimball 2558181, U. S. N. H.
He was transferred about some major upsurge in Comhester, New York, is open two months ago from Da Nang,
Yokasuka, Ward 5A, FPO Seatactivity.
junior high and senior high South Viet Nam to his present munist
tle, Washington 98765.
however raised one
students throughout the nation. post on Okinawa. He has serv- Nixon
ominous warning flag during
Judging is done by members of ed six months overseas and exthe University Film Association pects to return to the United his otherwise optimistic review
of America
States by June of 1970. His wife,
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le Armstrong were held this gories.
overseas tour.
morning at ten o'clock at the
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GIRIDDIIRS HONORED — Honored lest night at the annual Murray High Football
Funeifil. Home with Rev. Hoyt mention award was won by the
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W. Owen officiating.
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dier Were held in Matkey, Ind., major offensive. But he pin- come "more controversial in
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First Baptist Church, West
Pallbearers were Terry, Sam- the lip and a chest injury, hos- ary
on Monday, December 15. He pointed the period until April recent years". He gave as an
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Frankfort, with Rev. Doyle D. my, Donald, and Ronald Nous- pital officials said.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Tho- 15 as a critical one in assessing example, the Democratic Conis
Heard about a fellow who fell Sun:wren officiating. Burial was den, Billy Joe Kingins, and Junmas
E. Rea of Evansville, Ind, the possible success of his plan vention in Chicago and said that
from a ten story building but in the Masooic and Odd Fel. ior Brandon. Burial was in the
Members present were Mes- and had been in Vietnam for to withdraw all American com- the 8000 or so people who went
was not hurt because he had lows Cemetery in Benton, Ill. New Providence cemetery with
dames Hughes Bennett, Steve eight months when he was fa- bat forces from Vietnam and to Chicago during the convenon a light fall suit.
the arrangements by the Miller
Knott, Jerry Thompson. Tom- tally injured.
eventually pull out all support- tion had a right to go there and
West
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Fellow
Funeral Home of Hazel.
that "Mayor Daly was wrong in
my Story, Danny Outland, Haring troops.
Mrs. Housden, age 83, died
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Spock outlined five steps that
He shook his head, thought a I uth 18th Street reported to Housden, on April 1, 1959.
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while — then made a beeline the Murray Police Department
major offensives.
(Continued on Page Five)
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across the barnyard and kicked on Monday at 2:57 p.m. that a Mrs. William Ray; three sons, sheer
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last summer the United States
his home.
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particular President Lyndon B.
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(Continued on Page Five)
ions on the domestic scene, the mand was supplied through the overly optimistic advisers who the first U. S. withdrawal was
announced, Gorton said he beincrease in taxes and the ris- 276 retail outlets listed in the were proved wrong.
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ing cost of living would have local area.
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and
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these
stores
ployed
in
them,
however.
carry out an on the spot survey ground troops, two squadrons of
P.F.C. Randall C. Kimball
Kentucky — Clear and chilly
As a result, the sales volume size of their payrolls kept pave in Vietnam and report to him.
2558181
Canberra jet bombers, a guidbusiness_
increase
in
with
the
today. Clear and cold tonight.
in locar retail stores rose $10.The President said Thomp- ed missile destroyer serving
U. S. N. IL Yokasuka
The Census Bureau's figures
Fair and not so cold Wednesyearse'Pait
four
655,000
in
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son, who is credited with hav- with the U. S. 7th Fleet and
Ward 5A
day. High today 40. Low 24.
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FPO Seattle,
units.
for.
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Washington 98765
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Malaya
Communists in
in the Australians have been killed
ough Wednesday.
Calloway County's 38.7 per1950s, told the President he in Vietnam. Another 1,320 have
NOW YOU KNOW
ARTHRITIS CHAIRMAN HONORED — Mrs. C. C.
cent rise compared favorably
l'reliminary figures for 1969 had been "very impressed by been wounded.
Lowry, Calloway County Chairman for the 1969 Arthritis
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354 3,
In Wellington, New Zealand,
by United Press international with the rise chalked up in indicate that the American eco- the improvement in the miliCampaign receives • certificate of appreciation from Hal
stationary. Below dam 301.6.
many sections of the nation In nomy is still on its upward tary and political situation in Prime Minister Keith Holyoake
The
,eonmegapode,
a
bird
Leichhardt, field representative for the Foundation's Kenup 1.4.
fined to the Australian region, the United States it was 27 0 course, but at a slower rate of Vietnam" since the time when said he hoped some of New .
tucky Chapter. "Our campaign totalled $1180.00 — a real
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
its eggs in volcanic ash or percent and in the State of growth than in 1968. The buy- he wrote that the United States Zealand's 550 Vietnam troops
lays.
good effort for Calloway County," Mrs. Lowry said. She had
stationary. Below dam 306.0, up
ing public appears to te wait- and South Vietnam had little could be .- brjeught home., petite
decaying vegetation which acts Kentucky, 255 percent.
special praise for the Kappa Department of the Murray WoSunrise 7:03; sunset 4:41.
as incubafors. The incubation —Related to the local popula- ing for a resolution of-the Viet- (teen aff securieg the country year. They Philippines already
man's Club and the A 0 Pi Sorority, Murray State University,
Moon sets 1209 a. m.
The risks igolved in the has withdrawn its entire 1,500peeiod of up to two months is tion, the retail sales- represent nam war and for a check on in
for their work in the campaign.
aVietnamization" of the w a r man commitment,
the longest for any known bird ed _a spending rate of $5,369
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the general reaction of
legislators for Dr. Steely
following the meeting.
Ruh said he appreciated
the new president's easy
manner in meeting people,
a valuable asset to a man
who will have to do some
wheeling and dealing to
push the college through.

ism
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By United Press InteriaaLtonal

excellent choice," and was
equally enthused that Dr.
Steely is not a "cold ivory
tower" type of educator.
Art Schmidt, Republican
representative from Campbell County, said:
""I'm really impressed
with his enthusiasm. He
seems anxious to get going
and I think he'll be a real
asset to northern Kentucky."

DON JOHNSON, Republican senator from Campbell County. called him "an

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 16, 1969

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Judy Williams, age one, of Memphis, Tenn.,
and W. H. Seawright of Paris, Tenn.
One hundred and forty-one Lions, their wives, and guests
attended the annual Christmas party at Kenlake Hotel last night.
In basketball Murray Douglas over Morganfield 67 to 50, Kirksey
over Farmington 95 to 66, Reidland over New Concord 77 to 69,
Mayfield over Murray 81 to 50, Trigg County over College High
55 to 54, and Cottage Grove over Hazel 81 to 68.
Mrs. William Nall was elected president of. the Murray Toastmistress Club.
JOE PHOTO BY RICHARD PRIDEMORE

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

J. C. "Clint" Kemp, age 76, died at his home on Murray Route
One today.
The Thoroughbreds of Murray State College defeated the Governors of Austin Peay here last night 87 to 46.
Sales of one sucker air cured tobacco here yesterday amounted
to 162,854 pounds for a total of $38,125.52, according to Cecil
Thurmond. The average price was $23.41 per hundred.
Eddie T. Riley of the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
will spend the holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Riley.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And immediately Jesus stretched forth his hand, and caught him,
and said unto him, Oh thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou
doubt? — Matthew 1431.
.9,rieZe also doubters, or do we have thelaj.121 4100ded to see thk
through any crisis? Dare to believ6

HE SAID he plans to lobby for the college's needs
in the upcoming Legislature.
,
"And I would bone We
could start building before
it gets too hot this summer," he said.
He indicated this may be
an over-anxious projection
but still is a date to push
for construction.
Dr. Steely made his remarks to eight northern
Kentucky legislators, their

Clinch Valley Colleg e,
Wise, Va.
Ile was academic dean
there.
That college is connected
with the University of Virginia.
Following his speech, he
skillfully maneuvered
through questions which
were old burrs in northern
Kentucky sides.
CARL RUH, Democratic
representative from Kenton
County, questioned accessibility of the Highland
Heights site.
Regents, more familiar
with the geographic location, said that with the
completion of 1-471 and
275, any place near an Interstate would be within
minutes of the college.
Traveling time from Uni-

"I DON'T REALLY see
the purpose of having two
centers," Dr. Steely said,
indicating UKNCC would
be phased out.
"Very impressed," was

INTELSAT 4 IS A GIANT Donald McCarty, Hughes Aircraft
Co. engineer, conducts an antenna range test to verify radio
frequency patterns of the horn antenna (mounted on boom
on the full-scale model of the huge Intelsat 4 communications satellite on a 1,08 Angeles hillside. With the aid of 12
subcontractors in 10 foreign nations. Hughes is building four
of the giants. In orbit, each will be capable of carrying
simultaneously across oceans nearly 6,000 2-way telephone
conversations or 12 color television programs.

71,7w-r-7,

*ENDS TODAY*
"SOME KIND OF A NUT"

Could he
make her
forget her
vows and
follow her
heart ...

wives, the NKSC regents
and their families.
DRIVING FOR a united
show of support come January in the Legislature, he
emphasized northern Kentucky's need for a senior
institution with these figures:
Only 40-some per cent of
the. tri-county area high
school graduates go to College.
In Calloway County. Dr.
Steely's birthplace and the
location of Murray State
University. more than 80
per cent attend college.

Visiting the White House in
WHITE HOUSE BREAKFAST
Washington for the first time since leaving office, former
Prellident Lyndon B. Johnson ,walks with President Richard
M. Nixon following breakfast.

,
"
I
-Mat you should know*
about Thristmas
HE original Christmas
tree sas a daic-paltn.
Epptiatis sere the first to use
such'It'-ees as sirnbols. The palm
puts forth a shoot
each month;a pahn
%I.!11 12 shoots signified a ear completed. The
Germans. sith shorn the
Christmas tree came to this
eountr‘. originall used
iirainid-shuped fir trees
in place of palm trees,
shicli did not grow
111 Ger111411111,.

A UNIVERSA1 PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR*

* The Perfect Gift!
THEATRE GIFT TICKET BOOKS

!

' ALL NEW
ALL-JERSEY

Half & Half

Made Nowhere but
in Murray, Ky.
Keeps six to eight Weeks on
the shelf I Stores better under refrigeration.

Broadway's smash musical now
the most exciting movie in years!

the property is ours," he
said.
The search for architects
already has begun, he added.
Dr. Steely and his family
will be moving to northern
Kentucky March 1.
"But I'll be shuttling
back and forth beginning
immediately." he said.

DURING THE, past two
years. Dr. Steely has been
Arrived in a similar phasing-ethat of a two-year into.
a (our-teas colleee

On Dec. 7 Meuschke announced, "Due to a technical
difficulty, the amplifier isn't
working, testing the endurance
of the pastor." Meuschke was
forced to speak louder,
,
Sunday Meuschke said "Due
to a technical difficulty, the
furnace isn't working, testing
the endurance of the congregation,"
Meuschke suggested the congregation go to the adjoining
chapel of the Franklin Street
Methodist Church or listen to
his sermon on a local radio
station.

ON SALE AT OUR BOXOFFICE11

ONCE THE college is
funded, Dr. Steely plans to
start building.
"We will be ready to receive the plans as soon as

"I'm sure there are
countless numbers of
young professors who will
just love to live in northern
Kentucky." he said.

irvommomomiftriguirlirommiore....101011611,1z&

ELVIS PRESLEY
MARY TYLER MOORE
'CHANGE OF HABIT'

HE ASSURED 'them
NKSC's $4.3 million budget
"is asking only for the bare
necessities to make NKSC a
going institution.
"I'm planning to talk to
eveyone I know (in the Legislature)," he said.
And he volunteered to
talk with anyone legislators
feel is necessary for the
upcoming battle for funds.

HIS NEXT trip SHill be
Wednesday at the Northern
Kentucky; Chamber of Commerce meeting at 6:30 p.m.
at Holiday Inn Riverfrone
Covington.
Recruitment of faculty,
considered to be one of Dr.
Steely's strong points, will
be top priority.

In 1835, property loss was
placed at $20 million after fire
broke out in New York City,
Firemen
from
Philadelphia
were called to assist,
In 1944, the Germans
launched their last great attack
of World War II with the Battle
of the Bulge in Belgium.
In 1965, 15,000 persons werefeared dead when a cyclone
struck Pakistan.
--A thought for the day: H. L.
Mencken once said, "Injustice
Is relatively easy to bear; what
stings is justice."

JOHNSTOWN, Pa.
The Rev. Paul J. Meuschke is a
patient man.

versity of Kentucky Northern Community College to
the new college would be
two or three minutes, they
said.
DAN ROBERTS, Democratic representative from
Boone County. asked about
the central location of the
site and .the method of
selection.
He added that he supports the new college
wholeheartedly but was a
little "disappointed" Boone
County was not selected.
"We've tried to make
this thing as impartial as
possible," Regent Ken Lucas explained.

Today is Tuesday, Dec. 16,
the 350th day of 1969 with 15
days to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and Ml stage,
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Saturn,
On this day in history:
In 1773, American patriots
dressed themselves as Indians
and boarded a British vessel in
Boston harbor in what became
known as the Boston Tea Party,
They threw 342 chests of tea
overboard in a protest against
taxation.

A PATIENT MAN

A smiling Dr. W. Frank Steely, mew Northern Kentucky State
College
president, greets legislators nt Butler ,Park.
BY DONNA McKEOWN
setter, pert Staff *Met'
GENERAL BUTLER
STATE PARK: Dr. W.
Frank Steely, just 10 hours
in his new job as president
of Northern Kentucky
State College, made his
first official visit here last
night to woo northern Kentucky legislators.
The visit evoked a solid
endorsement from some of
the men who will have to
guide the infant college's
budget through a thorny
1970 Legislature.
Dr. Steely, here for a
mutual look-over session,
told the lawmakers he will
begin immediately toshape
up NKSC.

Foil Lined Carton to
Insure Freshness
Housewives: You can now
get Half & Half weeks ahead
with no danger of spoilage.
•
Kathy Ann Solis, a 20-yoarold lunlor at Murray State
University in Murray, Kentucky is an entrant In the Miss
Choorleader USA Contest. Miss Sells is co-captain of her
chserleading squad and is maloring in psychology. She Is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William P. Sells of 1909
Crimson Drive; Louisville, Kentucky.

After once opened, its life
is the same as regular Half
and Half.
Admission: Adults 2.00 - Children 1.00
Reserved Performance Tickets On Sale for 7:30 Show

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 153-127X
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
-We Have
Will Get It
Or Kuril Be SO

* The Perfect Gift! *
THEATRE
TICKET BOOKS

GIFT
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Wilson Named New
Coach Of Kings

Pro Football
Standings

Kentucky Holds Number One
But UCLA Is Close Behind

LOS ANGELES (UPI)— Ricky
"Butch" Goring rammed in a
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI)—
short shot with 24 seconds
John
Wilson, a guy who once
remaining as the Los Angeles
played ia 580 straight National
Kings salvaged a 4-4 tie with
the seven geographical areas of
Hockey League games, is going NEW YORK (UP1)— KeaKowall and John Canine to the Minnesota North Stars
NFL STANDINGS
By STU CAMEN
perseverance tucky and UCLA, each having the nation comprise the UPI
his
have
to
International
overcome a 49-45 halftime Monday eight in the debut of By United Press
week they
UPI Sports Writer
tested.
lost a star in the off-season, ratings board. Each
Johnny
deficit. The Hoosiers had built new Kings
Coach
hired as the still show no apparent signs of select the top 10 college
Wilson,
40,
was
Bast
Ohio University's Bobcats up their first half advantage Wilson.
coach of the floundering Los weakness as they battle for the basketball teams with points
Division
thanks to Jim Harris' 16 points
Cullen
Ray
Minnesota's
Century
continued feasting on the Big
Kings and Hal Laycoe No. 1 ranking among college awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-44-2-1
Angeles
Pd.
W. L T.
Teo Conference Monday night. and 15 more tossed in by Joe scored a pair of goals in the
basis on vote from first through
Monday.
was
fired
basketball teams.
final session with 5:39 to go to VOleveliand 10 2 1 .833
Ohio U., a member of the Cooke.
10th.
Angeles
was
buried
in
the
Los
Mike
lost
which
Kentucky,
.385
0
8
5
Kowall canned 21 points and put the North Stars ahead by New Yost
Mid -American
Conference,
Hockey
League
West's
was
National
he
when
services
Casey's
4 8 1
St. Louis
whipped Indiana, 89-83, for the Canine chipped in with 18 for one.
automobile
cellar with a 5-18-1 record going Injured
an
in
1 12 0 .071
But Goring, who had assisted Pittsburgh
undefeated
Bobcats'
fourth the Bobcats who also received
a Monday night game with accident, barely edged the
Into
Division
Capitol
victory, all against teams from 17 points from Greg McDivitt. on two other Kings' scores took
Minnesota here.
Bruins, playing for the first
W. L T. NC
the supposedly athletically su. Kowall's three point play with a pass from another first year
Former NHL defensive great time in three years without All.MI8
1
2
10
-Dallas
x
was
Corrigan,
who
90
seconds
remaining
wrapped
Mike
man
parlor Big Ten.
Doug Harvey was named as America Lew Alcindor, in the
7 4 2 .036
Washington
The Bobcats, who previously up Ohio University's wiz and behind the net and shoved in a Philadelphia 4 8 1 .338
Wilson's assistant. Laycoe will second weekly balloting by the
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
knocked off Northwestern, offset the combined 49 poin' 3-footer past Cesar Maniago.
remain with the team as 35-member United Press InterNew Orleans 4 9 0 .308
the
goal
of
effort
an
the
third
United Press international top
turned
in
by
Cooke
was
It
Purdue and Ohio State, used
personnel.
player
director of
Wed
national Board of Coaches.
20 college basketball teams,
the scoring punch provided by Harris. Cooke led all scorere season for Goring.
Central Division
Wilson, coach of the Kings' Kentucky, unbeaten in four
a
3-2
with
25,
had
taken
Los
Angeles
their backcourt duo of Ken
L T. Pet.
in the Ameri- games, received 18 first place with first place votes in
W.
team
Springfield
the
S.C. Ups Record
through
midway
parentheses. (Second week).
lead
xedinneerta 12 1 0 223
can Hockey League since 1967, votes and 326 points, just three
Fourth-ranked South Carolina second period on Bill Fleet's 17-.
Team
Points
,667
1
4
8
Detroit
may find his new ma tougher more than UCLA, which had 15
upped its record to 5-1 with an footer oefore Cullen bad slipped
326
(18)
7 6 0 .538
Green Bay
than playing in 580 consecutive first place votes and 323 points. 1. Kentucky
easy 101-68 conquest of out- the North Stars ahead.
2. UCLA (15)
323
1 12 0 .077
games.
took
Chicago
New Mexico State (6-0)
3. New Mex. St.(2)
manned
Bill Goldsworthy had notched
Maryland as John
223
Coastal Division
the other two first-place votes 4, (Tie) South Car.
Roche and Tom Owens teamed the first two Minnesota goals
145
W. L T. Pet.
South
while
third
finished
and
up for 56 points.
(Tie) Sou. Cal.
145
on similar 15-foot breakaway x-lne Ang.
1 2 0 .846
MAKES PRO DEBUT
CaliforCarolina and Southern
Roche canned nine field goals shots, but rookie Corrigan had Baltimore
6,, Davidson
124
7 5 1 .583
nia tied for fourth. Davidson
and all nine of his free throws
equalled the two goal effort by Atlanta
90
5 8 0 .385
DETROIT (UPI)
--Steve Mix, was sixth, with Notre Dame, 7. Notre Dame
for 27 points while the 6-foot-10 collecting his pair of red San Fran.
8. Santa Clara
73
3 8 2 .273
former
University
of
Toledo
Carolina
North
By United Press international Owens was unstoppable from in lighters within 80 seconds of x-Clinched dlv. title
Santa Clara,
70
scoring and rebounding star, and Villanova completing the 9. North Carolina
Sunday's Results
close and hit for a game-high each other in the second period.
10. Villanova*
67
makes his professional debut top 10.
Senior guard Toke Coleman 29. A 12-1 spurt early in the Both came on identical 20-foot New York 21 Pittsburgh 17
11. Tennessee
65
with
the
Detroit
Pistons
against
o
each
from
coaches
Five
scored 21 points Monday night contest gave South Carolina the fast breaks set up on paeses by Wash 17 New Orleans 14
12. Ohio Univ,
47
Baltimore
Friday.
as Eastern Kentucky edged lead for good and coach Frank Goring.
Atlanta 27 Philadelphia 3
13. Colorado
29
Mix, who averaged 9.1 points
Morehead 87 - 79 in Ohio Valley McGuire's team just piled it on
The Kings played a hard Detroit 28 Los Angeles 0
14. Lllinois
28
a game in eight exhibition
Conference basketball action. from there as McGuire kept his checking game for new Coach Minnesota 10 Sae Fran 7
WILL MISS GAME
15. Washington
20
games
prior
_Eo_his_call
into
In nonconfer axe contests, starters in until only two and a Wilson
Hal Green Bay 21 Chicago 3
replaced
who
16. St. Bonaventure
18
service, will utilize his ChristDuquesne routed Western Ken- half minutes were left to play. Laycoe earlier in the day. In Cleveland 2'7 St. Louis 21
NEW YORK (UP!)—. X-rays
17, Louisiana St
17
mas
furlough
to
play
with
scheduled
tucky, 87 - 65; Tennessee Tech Will Hetzel led Maryland with addition, they outsbot the North Only games
on John Dockery's left shoulder 18. Dayton
16
Detroit.
Sunday's Games
nipped Texas - Arlington, 98-92; 18 points.
Stars 38-30, to run their record
Monday did not reveal any 19. Jacksonville
15
Hardin-Simmons blasted Austin
The night's biggast ups
to 5 Wins 18 losses and two ties. Baltimore at Los Ang.
break, but the New York Jets 20. Houston
14
Cleveland at New York
Peay, 106 - 87; Middle Tames- came at South Bend, Ind.,
announced the left cornerback Others receiving Live or more
Chicago
Detroit
at
see edged Appalachian State, where
Kansas knocked off
will
Marquette, Purdue,
miss
next Saturday's points
Minnesota at Atlanta
53-50, and Murray topped Brad. seventh-ranked Notre Dame, 75American Football League Western Kentucky, Duke, New
at
San
Fran.
Philadelphia
ley, 72-60.
63, and handed the Irish their Chiefs
playoff game with Kansas City Mexico, Cincinnati, Seattle,
Pittsburgh at New Orleans
'Ile Eastern Kentucky win first loss after five victories.
because of a shoulder separa- Pacific, Wyoming, Arizona,
Louis at Green Bay
St.
gave the Colonels a tie with
Dave Robisch scored 28
tion incurred during Sunday's Kansas, LaRelle, Drake.
Washington at Dallas
Murray for the OVC lead with points and pulled down 13
game with Miami. He will be
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
1-0 conference marks. Murray rebounds to pace the Jayhawks
game was over.
By MILTON RICHMAN
replaced
by Cornell Gordon.
AFL
STANDINGS
defeated Austin Peay in the on- to their fourth win in five Kansas City was made a threeAll Roman Gabriel had to do
(Final)
UPI Sports Writer 6
Ideal C
point
favorite
by
oddsmakers
conference
game
other
ly
was hit on one, long, short or
outings. Kansas hit on 50
By United Press international
Monday
over
the
New
York
Gift
played to date.
the score
percent of its field goal
NEW
YORK (UPI)-- When In-between, and
Eastern, 2 - 3 over - all, led attempts while Notre Dame Jets in Saturday's American
conceivably might have been
East
you
get
it,
the
right
down
to
43 - 41 at the half and pulled came up with a cold hand, Football League playoff game
20-20 at the finish with the vice
VAL D'ISERE, France (UPI)
W. L T. Pet. Los Angeles Rams are right.
away in the dosing minutes at connecting on only 28 percent. at New York.
New York
10 4 0 .714
They say the game didn't president already on his way — Malcolm Milne of Australia
The
Oakland
Raiders were Houston
Morehead. Morehead (3-2) was Austin Carr's 25 points led the
home thinking Minnesota had won the Henri Greater Cup, the
6 6 2 .500 settle anything.
led by forward Jim Day with Irish who were without the favored by 13 to beat the Boston
4 10 0 .286
won.
first downhill race of the Alpine
Certainly
Sunday's
"big"
one
Houston Oilers Sunday's
Buffalo
23.
4 10 0 .286 in which the Minnesota Vikings The Rams see no particular skiing season.
services of regular center John other
AFL
inter-division
contest Miami
John Carmichael fired in 31 Pleick who was sidelined with a
3 10 1 .231 shot down the Rams, 20-13, and reason for feeling all is lost.
--at Oakland.
West
points and 7-0 center Art Bos- sprained ankle.
MANCHESTER, N.H. (UPI)
ended their guady 11-game Offensive lines somehow don't
W. L T. Pct. winning steak didn't do much do twice running what Minneso- — St. Anthony's High School
nak added 23 as Tennessee
Two Remain Unbeaten
Oakland
12 1 1 .923 about giving
Tech rallied from behind to
Sixteenth-ranked St. Bonavenanybody a real ta's did to the Rams Sunday decide to abandon basketball
Km. City
11 3 0 .785 line on the
stop Texas - Arlington.
ture and 20th-ranked Houston
eventual
Super Bowl and great as Ron Yary is, he this season after it lost its first
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
San Diego
8 6 0 .571
Texas . Arlington, led by had little difficulty remaining
winner.
If
you
sit
down and figures to meet an entirely two games, 87-19 and 80-7.
BASKETBALL SCORES
Denver
4 9 1 .308
Sherman Evans with 32 points, unbeaten. Bob Lanier tallied 29
figure
out
the
whole
business different reception next time.
By
International
United
Press
Results
Sunday's
Did Tremendous Job
ted most of the second half un- points, including 20 in the first
you'll
see
where
even
the
so-so
Houatno 27 Boston 23
repBeorsnak hit a seven - foot [half, to pace St. Bonaventure Eastern Ky. 87 Morehead
There
can be no arguing the
second-place
Houston
Oilers,
79
San Diego 45 Buffalo 6
with seven minutes left Past Detroit, 9'7-68, while 011ie Duquesne 87 W estern 65
with their less than inspring 5- fact the Vikings' offensive line
New
York
2'7
Miami
9
to put the visitors on top 81-80. Taylor's 29 points helped Middle Tennessee 73
6-2 showing, still could wind up did a tremendous job, the kind
Denver 27 Cincinnati 16
Duquesne (4-2) used a sag- Houston knock off Loyola of
with the whole box of crullers. of job that elicited special
Appalachian State 50
Only games scheduled
and
ging zone defense to hold West- California, 116-91.
praise from Joe Kapp,
Vikings Feel Good
Minsky 72 Bradley 80
Saturday's Games
ern Kentucky's 7-0 Jim McDanHenry Harris, Auburn's first Union 77 Pikeville 74
The Vikings, naturally, have Earsell Mackbee's spectacular
(Semifinal Playoff)
Both! Irish Setter boots
leis to 18 points, 13 below his Negro athlete, poured in 21
Tournaments
ample reason to feel good about one-handed interception near
point the way to dayKansas City at New York
91 - point average, as it rolled points for the Tigers who beat
Spring Arbor, Mich. lawanis
long comfort, rugged
beating the Rams before 80,430 the end of the third period is
Sunday's Games
past the Hilltoppers.
1st Round
Mississippi State, 94-66; Jarret
durability on any sportIn the Los Angeles Coliseum. It one they'll talk about a long
(Semifinal Playoff)
Jarrett Durham and Gary Durham scored 25 points for Calvary Ky. 110 Judson 111. 104 Houston at Oakland
ing trail. Greatest sport
always makes you feel good time, too, but the Rams still
boot going.
Belson led Duquesne with 25 Duquesne as the Dukes defeat.
103 Mercy 53
Only game scheduled
when you beat the other guy on can muster a number of talking
and 22 points, respectively. Je- ed Western Kentucky, 87-65; Urbana 122 Spring Arbor 113
his turf. It makes you feel even points.
rome Perry paced the visiting Nebraska won its sixth game in
The statistics for one. There
better knowing your next date
Billtoppers with 19 as Western seven
by
beating
outings
with him will be on your own wasn't that much difference,
BOSTON (UPI)— The Boston
SELL TICKE1 PACKAGE
Kentucky suffered its first de- Northern Michigan, 92-68; re- Red Sox acquired pitcher Gary
turf where there'll be far more and if there was any at all it
feat in six games.
serve David Lawrence came off Peters and catcher Don Pavieat stake. There will be when was on the side of the Rams.
MIAMI (UPI)— The Miami
Forward J. W. Fairman the bench to tally 23 points for tich from the Chicago White Dolphins announced
Each club had the same
Monday the Yikes and Rains lock horns
scored 28 points as Hardin-Sim- Kaneas State as the Wildcats Sox for infielder Syd O'Brien, they will sell a 10-game 1970 again for the NFL's Western number of first downs, 15, and
FAMILY SHOE
mons easily stopped touring beat Vanderbilt, 91-78, and pitcher Billy Farmer and cash. home
that Conference title in Blooming- any advantage the Vikings had
package
ticket
ST ORE
Austin - Peay. Guard Charles Texas Tech rallied for an 85-80
Includes three exhibition games ton, Minn., the 27th of this on the ground, 177 yards to 61,
Simmons added 22 for the wie- triumph over Arizona.
the Rams more than made up
501 Main Murray, K
seven
regular season month.
and
ners who now are 4-1 for the
Vice President Spiro T. in the air, with 186 to 72.
pre-season
Miami's
games.
In other major games, St.
year.
slate at home includes Cincin- Agnew nearly blew it all in the
Austin Peay (3-3) was led by John's beat Georgetown (D.C.),
Sunday. He was
nati on Aug. 15, San Francisco Coliseum
tripped
Murray
State
7144;
guard Howard Wright with 16
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80,430 and
a
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and
Aug.
22
on
By United Press International
and reserve Joe Murrey with Bradley, 72-60; Duke trimmed
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63
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from behind to down Appalach- and Denver beat Utah, 64-61.
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ian State of North Carolina with
East Tex 73 Tex A&I 72
guard Steve McElhaney leading
X-TV
WLAC-T1
ARM-TV
S.W. La. 140 S.E. La. 104
the way with 17 points.
Channel E
Channel 5
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Dillard 108 Alcorn A&M 101
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Christmas Program
Given At Cordelia
Erwin Circle Meet

.se

Arra Dunn Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Carrie Cole

•

The Arma Dunn Circle of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Hazel United Methodist Church met at the home
of Mrs. Carrie Cole on Tuesday,
December 9, at two &clock in
the afternoon.
Mrs. Lois Smotherman, chairman, opened the meeting and
Mrs. D. N. White gave the devotion and a Christmas reading
entitled "The Roads To Christmas.
Mrs. Jewel Anderson, Mrs
Toni Jones, and Mrs. Obera
Miller presented a Christmas
play.
Gifts were exchanged.
Refreshments were served to
the thirteen members and one
visitor, Mrs. Mavis Fair.
The modern era of Christmas
rards dates from 1900 to 1910,
when a number of new publishing firms were first established.
But the big boom came immedately after World War I. At that
:line, public fancy was won over
ly the symbolic designs—Christnas trees, holly wreaths, gleamng candles, and church bells.

'Deco.-A6Ixt
Office parties
aren't mandatory!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: With another Chriscmas season coming
on, the same old problem to many of us wives is "the
Christmas office party."
After quite a few years, I realize now, it's not the MEN,
it's the WOMEN who promote these affairs. I honestly
believe that most of the men don't care for these office
parties, but the women engineer everything. They get the
men to sign up for the catered lunch which now begins at
11:30 A. M. and goes on forever. They get them to agree to
exchanging 50c gifts. Anything, just to get them to commit
themselves.
These men are afraid NOT to go because the other men
will say they are henpecked.
I'd like to know your opinion of this, Abby.
HOME ALONE
DEAR HOME: More and more Istria companies are
making Christmas parties a "family affair." Married
employees are free to bring their spouses, and single ones
may bring a "date." In offices where mates and dates are
not welcome, you can be sure a vote was taken, and the
majority ruled. No one is forced to go to an office party. And
that "henpecked" excuse is a good excuse for a chicken.
DEAR ABBY: My husband owns his own business and he
can make his own schedule, so I know that he could arrange
to be home with me for Christmas and New Years if he
really wanted to, but now he is giving me this story about
how he has to go away "on business" over the holidays.
Should I believe that he really HAS to be gone then?
BARBARA
DEAR BARBARA: Yes, if his name is Santa Claus.
DEAR ABBY: Here is the situation. The father is a
professional man who is not always able to have dinner with
his family. So when he comes home around 8 p. m. or 9
p. m., should his 15-year-old daughter call "Hello" from her
bedroom? Or to show respect, should she come down and say
hello to him face to face? And if she doesn't come out of her
room for the next half hour or so, would you say she was not
showing proper respect?
NAMELESS
DEAR NAMELESS: Don't confuse "respect" with
obedience. Children can be "trained" to obey an order, which
may give the illusion of "respect," but the only respect that
means anything is that which is earned. Since Papa is
obviously annoyed because Daughter doesn't give him a
more affectionate welcome borne, somebody [like Mamma)
should wise her up without making a big deal out Of it.
CONFIDENTIAL TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS A
HOLIDAY GIFT SUGGESTION FOR A YOUNG MAN
BETWEEN THE AGES OF NINE AND NINETEEN:
There's a great little book by Marjabelle Young and Ana
Buchwald. titled "STAND UP, SHAKE HANDS, SAY HOW
DO YOU DO." It's tops on tips for ordering in a restaurant,
Introducing people properly, table manners, dating etiquette,
grooming, and the whole bit on how to be a gentleman
without being a sissy. I recommend it highly.

Tuesday, D•cernbee 16
The Coldwater H
Club will meet at the home
Mn. Earl Adams at one p.m.
•••
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mn. Libby bialu.n at one pm.
••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
•••
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority will have a Christmas party
at the home of Mrs. Glands
th at seven p.m.

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

awetefe4,
6.
Pottertown Club
Has Dinner Meet
At Holiday Inn

Luncheon Held By
I Presbyterian
Women's Group

A

Kemp-Stone Vows To Be Read

The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church met at the Hon
day Inn for the Christmas lun
cheon on Thursday, December
11, at twelve noon.
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd,
president, presided and install
ed the new officers in a spec
ial candlelight ceremony.
The new officers are Mrs.
Johnny Hine, president; Mrs
vice-president;
Cain,
Edwin
Mrs. Ed Glover, treasurer. Mrs
Nix Crawford, secretary, was
absent.
Mrs. Cain, secretary, read the
minutes and Mrs. Thomas Jones
was appointed to buy gifts for
the orphan girl the women are
sponsoring.
Mrs. Nina gave thanks preceding the meal and read two
Christmas poems. The tables
were decorated by Mrs. Boyd
and Mrs. Hint.
Gifts were exchanged a n d
new names were drawn for sunshine friends. The closing prayer was led by Mrs. Paul Cunningham.
Members present were Mrs.
Glover, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Cain,
Mrs. Boyd, Mrs. Nina, Mrs.
Cunningham, Mrs. Delia Gra.
ham, Mrs. Harold Swift, and
Mrs. J. D. Robinson. Visitors
were Mrs. Bobby Nix Crawford
and Mrs. Christine Sherman.
The January meeting will )e
held with Mrs. Glover.

The Pottertown Homemakers
Club held its monthly meeting
and Christmas party at the Holiday Inn on Wednesday, December 10, at ten o'clock in the
morning.
•••
Mrs. Bessie Colson gave the
devotion reading "On The
The Calloway County Assoc- Christmas
List", a fun type
iation for Retarded Children reading but
bringing out points
will meet at Robertson School of
Christmas.
at 7:30 p.m. All members and
Interested persons are urged to
The roll call was by Mrs. Kaattend.
tie Overcast in the absence of
•••
the secretary, Mrs. Clifton RobChristian Women's Fel- erts. Each member
answered
lowship of the First Christian the roll with a short
Christmas
Church will meet at the home story or her most
unforget4-of Mrs. Wayne Sheeks, 1329 able
Christmas.
Main Street, at 7:90 p.m.
Mts. Lucy Alderdice, presi•••
dent, presided. Yearbooks for
Wednesday, CI-comber 17
1970 were given each member
The Wadesboro Homemakers and a report on the
sick and
Club will meet at the holiday shutins was
given.
Inn at 10:90 a.ra. Gifts will be
exchanged.
Group singing of "Silent
•••
Night," "It Came Upon A MidThe women of the Oaks night
Clear", and "0 Little
Country Club will have its re- Town of
Bethlehem" was led by
• ••
gular bridge day at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs. Lurene Cooper who also
For reservations call Mrs. Jim told a
story entitled "The WondBryan 753-8280.
rous Gift".
•••
Gifts were exchanged. Names
Thursday, December II
were revealed for sunshine friThe Magazine Club will meet
ends and new names were
t the home of Mrs. L..7. HortMiss Janey Kemp
drawn.
n, 1803 Lincoln Drive, at 2:30
Others present, not previous
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Kemp of Murray Route Seven,
p.m.
ly mentioned, were Mesdamet announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Janey, to
Miss Vicki McCrary, bride.
Gussie Genrin, B Melugin, Paty( Richard Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stone of Lynn Grove.
•••
elect of Jim Ragsdale, was honOvercast, Niva Parker, Rosezel
The
bride-elect is the granddaughter of Nolan Adams and ored with a household shower
The Zeta Department of the la Outland, Mellie Hopson
Murray Woman's Club will have Myrtle Cayce, Louise Short, Claude Kemp, both of Murray.
November 30, at the home of
Both Miss Kemp and Mr. Stone are seniors at Calloway Mrs. Golden Ragsdale, Murray
an open house at the home of Carrie Cole, Blanche
Larson, County High School. Mr. Stone is to be employed at Paschall
Route Three.
Mrs. Frank Kane, 1617 Keene- Mae Bush, Frank Wohlhart,
land Drive, from 7:30 to 9:00 Louise Somers, and Miss Mary Truck Lines.
Hostesses for the occasion
The wedding will take place on Saturday, January 10, at were Mrs. Bob Nanney, Mrs.
p.m. Hostesses are Miss Vivian Williams.
Hale, Mesdames Franklin Fitch, Dinner was served in the din. seven o'clock in the evening at the Martin's Chapel United Me- Larry Ragsdale, and Miss Wythodist Church. A reception will follow in the social hall.
vonne Brooks.
Eugene Flood, Henry Fulton, ing room of the Holiday Inn.
No formal invitations are being sent and all friends and
The gift table was covered
Robert Hahs, and Raymond Herelatives are invited to attend.
with a lovely antique lace cloth
witt.
•••
and was decorated with white
miniature wedding bells.
The Business and Profession- small gift for exchange. All
Lhocolate drink is made from
Games were played and re.
served cold or hot, but if you
al Women's Club will have its members are urged to attend. skimmed or
partially-skimmed
U.S
dinner meeting at the Woman's
milk; chocolate milk is made heat, don't permit the beverage freshments served to thiry.
nine guests.
Friday, December 19
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
from whole milk. Either can be to boil.
•••
The Lynn Grove HomemakTemple Hill Chapter No. 511 ers Club will have a Christmas
Order 0$ the Eastern Star is party at the Colonial House
scheduled to meet at the Ma- Smorgasbord at seven p.m.
•••
sonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
Saturday, December 20
The Murray Firetts will meet
The Fidells Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist at six p.m.
•• •
Church trill meet in the fellowThe Dillar or Dollar Bowling
ship hall of the church at 11
a.m, for the annual Christmas League will bowl at 11 a.m. in
party. A potluck lunch will be order to be finished in time for
dismissal.
Members
served and each is to bring a school
please note change in time.

Tb•

Household Shower
Given In Honor
Of Vicki McGary

For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Knew," send Si I. Abby. Box MOO, Los Angekes, Cal. NM.

SALE
ROCKERS RECLINERS
RECLINERS

$69.95

with VIBRATORS

AFTER CHRISTMAS
PRICES
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
on
ENTIRE STOCK!!

matched
for
fashion

Phone 753-3621
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Jackson And Hinds
Vows To Be Read
On December 26
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jackson,
Tolono, Illinois, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Rebecca Jean, to Lt Joseph
James Hinds, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles F. Hinds, Murray,
Kentucky.
Miss Jackson is a graduate of
Unity High School and Illinois
Commercial College.
Lt. Hinds is a graduate of
the University of Kentucky.
The couple will exchange
vows at Chapel No, I, Rantoul,
Illinois, on December 28 at two
o'clock in the afternoon. No
formal invitations will be sent.
•••

Survivim
Barbara C
Rt. 2; his
of Trigg
Thorpe Jo
sister, Mrs
County, ar
three niece

• Brown
• Blue
• Grey

The perfect combo for you to wear many places
is this two-piece charmer from Nardis of
100%
Dacron° Polyester double knit.

Throw the collar

scarf over and about and away you go.

PERSONALS

CRASS FURNITURE

By WE

CADIZ,
services f(
Cadiz Rt.
night in 1
following s
be held ai
Liberty Pc

Rebecca Jean Jackson

Mrs. Masie Owen of Hazel
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
• ••
Edger Rowland has been _a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Bill A'
Desei

Murl
Fune

Supple, rich calf and
gleaming patent leather team
up in Naturalizer's smut
suiLshoe. The two-textured
front is sparkled by a
gold clip. On a versatile
mid heel.

Pre -Christmas
Storewide
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What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
Ni. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

CRASS MINN

South 3rd

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 16. iiied

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

The uordelia Erwin Circle of
the Women's Society of Christian Service of the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church met Monday, December
8, at six-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the church for its
regular meeting and supper.
Special guests were husbands
of the members.
Mrs. Olivene Erwin and Mrs.
Lurene Cooper were in charge
of the program. "Joy to the
World" was sung by the group
with Mrs. Erwin at the piano.
An inspirational devotion
was given by Mrs. Erwin reading her scripture from Isaiah
9:2-7 and Luke 2:8-20 followed
with prayer.
Jan, Christie, and Sarah
Cooper sang "Angels We Have
Heard On High" and "In Bethlehem 'Neath the Starlit Skies".
Mrs. Lurene Cooper gave a
beautiful story of a "Love Letter From God" followed with
group singing of "Silent Night".
Mrs. Cooper led in prayer.
The program was closed with
the Cooper sisters singing
"Walking In A Winter Wonderland". Gifts were exchanged
from the beautiful Christmas
tree.
The business was conducted
by Mrs. Imogene Paschall and
the minutes were read by the
secretary, Mrs. Clovis Brown.
Mrs. Esther Gooch and Mrs. Katherine Rickman, treasurers,
gave their reports.
Twelve boxes of candy were
sent to boys in service. The
group voted to send a love offering to St. Judes Hospital in
Memphis in honor of Christie
Cooper.
Hostesses for the supper were
Mrs. Francis Erwin and Mrs.
.•
Polly Erwin.

—
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Matching Bag - $1 2.99

Adams Shoe Store
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

•

of Daffodil, Ivory, and Black.

Sizes 6 tni6.-
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Bill Aimed At Slowing Down
Desegregation Approved Today

Hospital Repoek
ADULTS 77
NURSERY 4
DECEMBER 14, 1969

&

TIMES

—

SEEN & HEARD ...
(Continued Preen Pepe 11

TUESDAY - DECEMBER 16, 1961J

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Letter To Editor
(Continued Prom Paps 1)

fosnllY scene of that era. The
where they are protected, and aroma
of food cooking on the
they do pretty good outdoor.
old wood stove and wood burnBy WILLIAM B. MEAD
went plans.
ADMISSIONS
The Wasps that built the nest ing in the fireplace add to the
Sea. Clifford P. Case, R-N.J.
atmosphere that mentally carabove the utility room door ars
WASHINGTON (UPI)
- predicted the Senate would kill
Mrs. Anna Peyton and Baby all gone. Cold weather got them. ries many a visitor back to
times of childhood.
Southern senators seeking to the controversial provisions in a Boy, 507 No. 1st St., Murray;
We don't know where they
There's more, much more to
slow federal school desegrega- floor
vote late today or Paul Morton, Rte. 7,LynnGrove; went. We noticed the first few
tion efforts won a thumping Wednesday.
Allan Lovett, Rte, 1, LaGrange; days of cold weather they were see in the Christmas-lighted old
preliminary victory today.
Despite the victory, some Everett Wheeler, Rte.6, Murray; almost immobilized, but re- town than news space Permits
the nativity scene, the old
By a vote of 13 to 8, the Dixie strategists said privately Mrs. Martha Hughes, 501 Chest.
mained on the nest. Then they
Senate Approprial‘ons Commit- the Southern senatorial group nut, Murray; Dave Burkeea, Rte. just disappeared. We never Country Church with the mintee approved a slightly modi- was in disarray on a "fallback" 4, Murray; Marvin Morris, Rte. found any on the carport floor. ister preaching away from behind his pulpit, a jewelry store,
fied version of a House-passed position in case the committee 3, Murray.
barber shop, general practicice
provision aimed at blunting a amendments were killed.
Ever wonder what these demon- ner's
office, dental office, post.
Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Mies.,
strong federal desegregation
cities?
DISMISSALS
strations cost in large
office and others, all constructweapon-the threat to cut off had proposed the fallback plan,
The three day anti-war demon- ed of logs and
stocked with artischool aid money.
which was designed to slow
Mrs. Joyce Tidwell and Baby stration, which was termed
Approved were proposals to school integration in the South Girl, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Betty peaceful, cost the taxpayers facts of the era depicted.
stop the Department of Health. by accelerating it in the North. Dowdy and Baby Boy, Rte, 6, over $1.5 million dollars and Live, wild animals in abundant supply add to the old-time
Education and Welfare (HEW) But the plan foundered on Murray; Mrs. Mary Parker,Rte. private business an estimated
atmosphere, too.
from cutting off funds to school unexpected opposition
today 3, Murray; Mrs. Nell (Graves) $240,000. In addition 608 perThis is not a commercial yens
districts which refused to bus from a few Southern senators. Hendon, 705 Olive St., Murray; sons were injured and 361 ar"Some of us don't want to Leonard Winchester, Rte, 1, rested. In the aftermath of the ture. No charge is made to tour
students, and to stipulate that
districts could not be denied force integration anywhere," Almo; Mrs. Burtis Edwards, 743 demonstrations, 503 local bus- the Village. But if you feel led
federal funds for using "free- one Deep South senator said, Nash Dr., Murray; Mrs. Sue Wil- iness firms placed orders for to make a contribution toward
Boys in the Consumer Education and Nongraded Classes of Murray High School spent a class
dom of choice" school assign. emphasizing the final word. He son, 112 No, 7th St., Murray; replacement of broken window expanding and maintaining the
period recently, at Parker Motors studying auto mechanics. John Parker talked to the group, They
asked not to be named, but said Calvin Outland, Rte, 6, Murray; panes. In twenty government facilities, drop yours in the Old
Sen. Sam J. Ervin, D.N.C. and Mrs. Rosie McCreery, Rte. 2, buildings, 111 windows were Wishing Well on your way out. were accompanied by Assistant Principal Leon Miller and Mr. Al Herrera,
two or three others from Hazel; Mrs. Bertha Dulanery, broken. Damage of up to $12,- No one will be standing by to
with boys from the Non-graded inexpensive Christmas decoraDixie's Senate bloc balked at Rte. 1, Murray; George Farmer, 000 was done to US. parks pro- "influence" your decision.
Junior High Class observed tune- tions to this group. Going with
The Cartwright's open the
StenaLs' strategy.
517 So, 7th St., Murray; Mrs. perty and $6,000 damage to law
up machines in operation; voltage the girls were Mrs. Geneva BroThe provisions approved by Calle Housden (Expired), Rte. 5, enforcement vehicles. The two' Old Village around mid-Decema
regulators and their proper use; wnfield, Mrs. Betty Ann Wager
most expensive items in the to- ber of each year and close it
the Senate committee were Murray.
battery chargers and how they and Mrs. A. B. Crass,
tal costs to taxpayers were at 10 p.m. on New Years eve.
called the "Whitten AmendConsumer Education instructwork; front end machine for
standby military support of ci- Week days it's open from 5:30
ments" after their author, Rep.
wheel alignment and balancing; or is Mrs. A. B. Crass. Nonvil authority, $936,088 and $473,- p.m. to 10 p.m., and on Sunday
Jamie L. Whitten, D-Miss.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
wrecked automobiles and the Graded Instructors are Mrs.
776 for overtime pay for mem- afternoons and evenings until
bers of the three major metro- 10:00. But remember, when it
wreckers themselves and how Betty An Wager and Mr. Leon
opened mixed today in moder
Miller.
they operate.
ate turnover,
politan area police departments. closes on New Years eve, it will
remain so until around midThe general belief is that th
Accompanying the class were
Continuing their program of Mr. Leon Miller and Mr. Al
December of next year.
An earthquake in China ir
market will attempt anoth
"There Is no place to move, If you haven't toured the Vil- Instruction, the Consumer Ed- Herrera, John Parker explained 1556 killed an estimated 830
rally, although during the pas
000 persons.
there are no frontiers to which lage, take your family and go ucation Class at Murray High the activities.
week or so every attempt to
A 38-year-old nursery firrnem- to escape, left. This nation, its see It. Young or old, you'll be School spent a period recently
The girls in the Consumer
recover has been unsuccessful.
* * *
ploye was electrocuted about land and water and air, is our glad you did' And if you have at Parker Motors observing varCalloway County Land Co.,
Education Class and the Non.
"And this type of pattern is
noon
Monday
while
working
at
The average individual today
only nest, and we must learn been there in years past, you ious operations in automobile Graded Class took a field trip
hinting morale," comments on Inc., to Larry D. and Patsy S.
the George Crounse residence, to stop fouling it" . . . . Hamil- may want to go again. Year by mechanics.
to the home of Mrs. Fred Gin- uses three times as much water
analyst. Another believes thati Hosford, lot in Pine Bluff Shores
105 Sycamore. St.
The boys in the class along gles. She demonstrated making daily as one person used in 1900.
ton Fish, Jr. on conservation. year the Cartwright's have addstocks are bottoming out and Subdivision.
The victim was idendfied as
ed to the historic-type town.
Bobby Dean Starks to Bob
about ready for some correcTames H. Collins, 38, 1001 Bur- Rep. John J. Duncan of TennesSincerely,
tive action, although he notes Dean and Vernell Starks, lot
nett St., according to McCracken see has been joined by over
Lloyd Jacks
that it may take good news to Calloway County.
County coroner John Barker.
fifty House members including P. S. Here's one way to get
Lillie May and W. Y. Russ
sustain an advance.
Barker, after investigating the Democrats and Republicans, there. From Murray, travel
to
MaloyRus
Voris
and
Wesley
Shortly after the opening, the
accident, gave the following ac- who have endorsed his bill to Highway 121 and turn left on
UPI marketwide indicator was ell, lot in Calloway County.
restrict using names of dead College Street in Mayfield.
Calloway County Land Co., count.
off 0.01 per cent on 311 issues
servicemen in peace demonstra- Then go to South 10th Street
an
employe
of
Inc.,
to
Clell
T.
and
Cynthia
C.
crossing the tape. There were
tions. The bill would make it a where you'll want to make an105 declines, and 91 advances., Peterson, lot in Pine Bluff Shor- Gramse Nursey, and Hugo Ul- crime for demonstrators to use other left turn. Drive straight
lerich,
a
partner
in
the
nursery
CCI-Marquardt eased /
1
2 to es Subdivision.
a name of a serviceman killed out South 10th, which becomes
F. 13, and Ruby Brandon to firm, were pruning a holly tree
7/
1
2, while Square D lost a like
in combat since August 5, 1964, Central Road at the City Limat
the
Crounse
home.
The
men
Lakeland
Inc.,
lot in Panorama
amount to
217'e. Reynolds
without consent of his next of its, to the Old Village. Just bewere
using
a
metal
ladder
to
cut
Metals gave up % to 30%, Shores,
kin.
fore you get there you'll come
Calloway County Land Co., lack the branches in shaping the
Greyhound /
1
4 to 16%, and Sears
to a fork in the road. Keep
:ree.
Inc.,
to
Rudolph
and
Helen
Chialso /
1
4 lower to 67/
1
2.
"You have to have a faith in straight ahead, don't veer off
-The
men
were
moving
the
Federated Department Stores ttenclen, lots in Pine BluffShores
God, a faith in your country to the right.
ladder around the tree when it and a faith in the other POW's
dipped % to 37, GAF Corp. 1/8 Subdivision.
Bertis L. and Gladys W. Doyle tame in contact with a power While the VC couldn't challenge
to 15¼, National Distillers &
Chemical 1,4 tO 16%, and to Arthur Roncho, lot in Calloway line.
your faith in God, a faith in
-1111erich happened to be look country was something else ...
Columbia Broadcasting /
1
4 to County,
Myrtle L. Bryan to Sharon ing up and saw the electricit} and they started drawing from
4,. Memorex lost se to 156/
1
2.
Among the electronics, Bur- Gassam of Highland Park, Mich- arc from the power line to the statements. Of people and news
ladder, although he did not feel sources right within the U. S
roughs held steady at 158½, as igan, lot in city of Murray.
Phyllis A. Myers of Evans- the charge. Ullerich asked Col- ... This was the most devastatdid Honeywell at 148, and
Control Data at 118. Westing- ville, Ind., to Donald E. Myers lins if he felt the shock and ing attack on my morale durof Evansville, Ind, lot in Ken- Collins said he had. Ullerich was ing the entire time I was
house rose /
1
4 to 5478.
Penn Central lost '2 to 28 in tucky Lake Development, Corp. protected because he was wear- there". . . . Major James N.
0, W. Harrison to Courtney ing rubber boots.
Rowe, Viet Cong prisoner for
NEV, YORK
the rail group. but Southern
UP I)- The
Enterprises, Inc., lots in Callo- -The men started to put down five years before he finally market is down more than 20
Pacific gained /
1
4 to 32%.
the ladder and Collins collapsed. escaped.
Chrysler lost Ve to 34/
per cent in 1969 and, aside from
1
2 in the way County.
Amanda Oury Wear Pearson
Barker said Collins was rushed
autos. American Motors was
rallies in May and October, has
unchanged at 9/
1
2. Ford gained iof Marietta, Georgia to J. G to Western Baptist Hospital. He
been on the defensive throughI/8 to 40/
1
2. General Motors lost Wallis, lot in city of Murray. was pronounced dead at the hosout the year, Bache & Co.
1/2 to 67%.
Jimmie Ray Sholar and Mil- pital at 12:40 p.m.
observes. In essence, it has
Barker said he would not hold
In the oil group, Pennzoil dred Lee Sholar Warner to Charbeen assuming a less fanciful
dipped 1/4 to 35¼, with Ashland les Wayne and Darlene Davis, an inquest, but would write a
and more realistic position with
(Continued From Page 1)
verdict of "accidental death ,by
down a like amount to 24. lot in Calloway County.
regard to the economic realities
thg students should use as from 1970 Bache adds, and any
Jackie and Peggy Brandon to electrocution."
Occidental sported a gain of l a
Nor?
Collins' body was taken to forms of protest and describ- downward move from current
to 23/
1
2 on a block of 11,300 Louise Y. Baker, lot in Dawn
short
of
illegas
"steps
ed
them
Subdivision,
Heights
Mundy Funeral Home. Funeral
shares. Standard of California
levels is unlikely to be severe.
Courtney Enterprises, Inc. to arrangements are incomplete at alities against injustice."
and Gulf were unchanged at
--askquestion
answering
a
In
Raymond B. and Margaret E. this time.
Though the past few weeks
49% and 28½, respectively.
ing what would happen in South have been bearish for the
Tidwell, lots in Calloway County.
Are you in doubt about what to give this year?
Vietnam if we pulled out Spock market, "it seems most
Fulton and Irene C. Young
condirty
our
said
"if
we'd
kept
to Ryland W. and Mary L. Andstructive to take a neutral,
hands out of South Vietnam
erson, lot in Fairview Acres
rather than negative, outlook,"
they would have had an elect- E.
Subdivision,
F. Hutton & Co. says.
ion in 1956. I think it is AmeriMary Louise Outland to James
During last week's and this
arrogance
when
we
say
can
Give a gift the whole family will enjoy.
CADIZ, Ky., Dec. 15-Funeral D. Futrell, lot in Calloway CounLOUISVILLE, Ky.
we've got to stay to protect the week's decline the market has
ty.
continued in an oversold condiservices for Murl Johnston, 39,
Here's Monday's sales on the people."
Carol James of Birmingham,
tion, and "it is difficult to
Cadiz Rt. 2, who died Sunday
Kentucky burley tobacco markDr.
Spock
accused
Eisenhownight in Trigg County Hospital Ala, to East Fork Clarks River ets as furnished by the state De- er and the CIA of overthrowing foresee an extensive decline
following a two-year illness, will Watershed Conservancy District partment of Agriculture.
the Guatemalan government be- while it remains in this state,"
Murray, easement in Calloway
the firm points out.
be held at 2 p. m. Tuesday at of
Markets
Pounds Sold Avg. cause of pressure at home from
County.
Liberty Point Baptist Church.
Fruit
Company,
the
United
401,692 $69.61
George and Shellia James to Bloomfield
The Dines Letter sees "alhas a big interest in
The Rev. Archie Brock and East Fork Clarks River Water. Bowling Green
685,986 64.69 which
Guatemala, but he presented most a technical certainty that
the Rev. Wade Cunningham will shed Conservancy Districtof Mu- Carrollton
1,294,992 71.45
no evidence to support his we are going to get a rally"
officiate and burial will be in rray, easement in Calloway Cou- Covington
443,344 67.97
considering the deeply oversold
statement.
Greenhill Memorial Gardens in nty.
Cynthiana
562,668 70.58
condition of the market. It is
Christian County.
622,718 69.74
Danville
too soon to tell whether it will
Ronald K. James of Birming- Franklin
204,558 65.38
be the beginning of a new bull
Johnston, a former employe of ham, Ala. to East Fork Clarks
Glasgow
984,492 67.24
market, the firm feels, "but the
General Aniline Corp. at Calvert
giver Watershed Conservancy Greensburg
378,064 70.26
next important move looks up."
City, was a member of Liberty District of Murray, easement in,
Harrodsburg
492,400 69.51
Switching for the purposes of
Point Baptist Church where he Calloway County.
No Sale
Henderson
bargain-hunting is a very poor
served as a deacon and Sunday
Mavis Jones to George T. and Hopkinsville
No Sale
BENTON, Ky., Dec. 15-Cap: policy, at least over the short
School teacher.
Mary Skinner of Detroit, Mich., Horse Cave
941,012 67.80 Collie of Marshall County, who term, because stocks that were
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. lots in Calloway County.
439,620 68.93 was wounded in action in Viet- depressed going into December
Lebanon
Barbara Clark Johnston of Cadiz - George T. and Mary Skinner Lexington
...if you give a subscription to the LEDGER & TIMES.
2,965,080 71.16 nam Dec. 3, has notified his are getting even more so, while
Rt. 2; his father, John Johnston of Detroit, Mich. to John W. and London
455,750 67.51 parents, Mr. and Mrs. William those that are up near their
of Trigg County: a brother, Lenora Skinner, lots in Calloway Louisville
634,719 67.93 D. Collie, Benton Rt. 5, that he highs will most likely climb
Thorpe Johnston of Benton; a County.
No Sale
Mayfield
will be at home in about three even higher, the analyst adds,
sister, Mrs. Clark Boyd of Trigg
John W, and Lenora Skinner to Maysville
1,484,624 69.60 weeks.
Only $5.78 per riot in Calloway and adjoining counties.
County, and four nephews and George T. and Mary Skinner of Morehead
504,410 70.20
Capt.
Collie,
who
suffered
three nieces.
Detroit, Mich., lots in Calloway Mt. Sterling
700,984 70.91 wounds and a fracture of th'
County.
317,540 66.65 left leg, has been in Vietnam, TROOPS TO LEAVE
Owensboro
Clarice and S. G. Lawrence Paducah
342,672 66.26 four and a half months-goimi
For further information or.out-of-state rates
Jacob to Rob T. Bradley, lot in Paris
530)370 70.02 there after serving 18 months
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
•ity of Murray.
421,932 ee.74 in Germany
Richmond
UPI)- British army headquarHog
No Sale
Russellville
His veife, Charlotte, and tlytir ters said Wednesday 500 British
Shelbyville
1,076,964 69.84 two-months-old son, ChristOber troops will leave Northern
460,544 67.14 Page Collie, live in Louisville. Ireland before Christteas. The
Somerset
Federal State Market News
600,818 69.79
Springfield
contact the
Circulation Department of
Capt. Collie, who is in a hos- troops, members of the 1st
Servi:,e Dec. 16, 1989 Kentucky
646,864 70.03 pital in South Vietnam, grad- Battalion of the Royal Green
Winshester
Purchase Area Hog Market ReROME (UP1)- The senate
18,395,315 70.11
uated from Benton High School Jackets, moved in to bolster
port Includes 10 Buying Sta- greed Wednesday night to Totals
in 1962 and from Murray State army forces during civil rights
tions.
egin debate next week on a
rioting in August, Their deparUniversity in 1967.
Receipts 856 Head, Barrows ill to permit divorce in Italy
and Gilts 25 cents Higher; Sows, or the first time. The measure PLANS SLOT MACHINES
ture will leave 7,600 British
troops in Northern Ireland.
approved by the chamber
Steady to 25 cents Higher.
CARSON
CITY,
Nev.
(UPI)
/2725-27.75:
Nov.
28.
deputies
f
US 2-3 200-240 lbs
Portogai was part of Spain
US 2-4 190-240 'bs 326.75-2725;
The senate action represented Billionaire Howard ilucties. who
*
US 2-4 240-280 lbs $26.25-26.75;
defeat for the Vatican and owns six plush casinos on ths until it won independence in the
•
. The II,S, Public Health serUS 3-4 260-280 lbs 32575-25.23; he governing Christian Demo- Las Vegas "Strip," has asked 12th century.
Niiie reports 173 million vs-ray
SOWS:
.
cratic party which 'have strong- the state Gaming control Board
examinations or procedures were
US 1-2 270-350 Ras $21 25..2225 y opposed the reform. The bill for permission to place four
Iteiteret is 'the early Mor
US 1-3 300-560 lbs 320.25-2125: faces a tough tight in the slot machines in the North Las
performed in the I Foiled 'Stater
name for (Itah.
Vegas Air Terminal.
US 2-3 450-850 lbs 11930-20.25. senate, but may be passed.
in 196,1.
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Popular Vote To Decide Fate
Of US-Japan Security Treaty

News Around
Hazel

By ROBERT CRABBE
Japan, Korea and other Asian
Our sympathy goes to Mr. and
Mrs. Outland whose son, Gene,
D2Veins
TOKYO (UPI).- Japan's 69.6
The problem for Sato- and
passed away last week.
million registered voters will the United States-is that the
The J. C. Russell !limey has
decide Dec. 27 whether their Liberal-Democratic party has
moved from Mr. and Mrs. Colman Hurt's house to around Murnation is to pin the United been losing favor with the
States as a full partner in the Japanese voters for the last 10
ray. Sorry to lose any of our
good neighbors, but want to weldefense of Asia.
years.
come Mr. Weldon to the place.
The decision was forced by
He is a brother of Mrs. Lavonia
Prime Minister Eisaku Sato, a
conservative politician with a
Thomas.
Width B, C, D, & E
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robinson,
knack for winning the conSizes
6 1/2 to 13
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ray and
fidence of Washington and Wall
(By Boot)
son, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Street,
On Sato's orders, Emperor
Ray and children were Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Hirohito ets.solved the 486-seat
Ray.
lower house of the Japanese
Certainly enjoyed Rev. Billy
Parliament earlier this month
Graham's salE1011s each night
and called a general election.
Luck Burt, Chairman of the Finance Committee, Rev.
the past week. I certainly agree
Sato asked the Japanese people
James E. Bean, James Fain, Chairman of the Building Comwith him that America had better
to return his Liberal-Democramittee, and Otto Chester, Chairmen of the Trustees at Salem
wake up, straighten 14), and turn
tic Party (LDP) to power for
Baptist Church are shown at the note burning ceremonies
'TIS THE SEASON TO SE MERRY The 1969 Rockefeller Center Christmas tree (lefti is lightChristmas
back to the Lord before it is too
tour more years, In a final
held recently.
ed in traditional outdoor ceremonies in New York, and Mrs. Pat Nixon I right1 inspects
late. But for too many it is alspeech before the diet, Sato
Gift
the White House Christmas tree in the Grand Hall in Washington before decorating.
building on July 14, 1968.
ready too late.
said he wants to renew the
The actual cost of the buildU.S,-Japan security treaty next
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton
ing was $57,259.99. Salem deep and daughters visited Mr. and
year.
ly appreciates all donations - Mrs. Ed Alton Sunday afternoon.
NUNN ATTENDS GOVERNORS' Although the U. S. State
money, furnishings and labor. Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Wilson were
Department would be the first
CONFERENCE
From the time the old build- Saturday night visitors.
to deny that America is trying
ing burned until the new one
Gaylon White is in a Paducah
Governor Nunn, who sparked to play a role in a Japanese
On Sunday, November 23, was constructed, services were hospital and will undergo surgery
Republican governors' con- election, U.S. interest in Sato's
the
1969, during the regular morn- held regularly in the Lynn Friday. Wish for him a speedy
ference
in Lexington last spring, welfare is clear.
ing service at 11:00 a.m., the Grove Elementary School. Rev.
The LDP, which has ruled
was scheduled to attend another
Salem Baptist Church, located Bill Knight was pastor of the recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Hill of
Japan without a break since
Springs,
Ark.,
at
Hot
affair
such
Grove,
Lynn
one mile north of
congregation during this time Detroit, Mich., visited Mr. and
1948, is the only part in Japan
Dec. 11-13,
had a dedication and note burnDuring the time the buildVice President Spiro Agnew, that advocates all-out alignment
ing ceremony for its new build- ing was under construction and Mrs. Budie Paschall this week.
"Brownie"
a former governor of Maryland, with U.S. foreign policy, It is
Here's a man's boot
ing.
the indebtedness was being
(1968).
Jones
was billed as principal speaker. also the only one that U.S.
every step of the way!
conducted
The program was
paid, Salem Church contributed
James B. Deweese.
government trusts completely.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn will
Rugged, handsome,
by leaders of the church and 20% of its regular offering for
superintendent of Graves address the opening session of
The opposition consists of
ready for a rough day's
Rev. James E. Bean, Pastor.
regular missions. This amountCounty Schools, will be among the K.A.S.A. conference on
work anytime. Easy on
four smaller parties, whose
ed to $4,444.91. The church althe past presidents of the Sunday evening. He will be O'Neal in 'Love Story'
the feet, too. Stop byforeign policy stances range
Salem Church was organized so contributed $1,283.86 to r
Kentticky Association of School introduced by Wendell P. Butler,
try on Pecos by Red
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Ryan from neutrality to outright
in 1846. The old building burn- special causes during this time
Administrators to be nonored at state superintendent of public O'Neal, who got his start on the
Wing and be convinced!
communism. If
alignment
with
ed November 9, 1987. Constructhe K.A.S.A. Mid -Winter instruction.
"Peyton Place" video show, will they won enough seats in
tion on the new building was
' Conference to be held in
Forrest E. Conner, executive star with All MacGraw in Para- parliament to form a coalition
begun on February 12, 1968. YOUNG WINNIE RUNNING
Louisville Dec. 14-16.
secretary, American Association mount's "Love Story,"
of
chairman
government, they would almost
Mr. Clifton Key,
MANCHESTER, England
Deweese, who has served as
deacons, supervised all the con- (UPI)- Winston Churchill, 29,
certainly begin phasing out the
Graves County superintendent of School Administrators, will
struction. Many of the mem- grandson of Sir Winston ChurU.S.-Japan
security
treaty.
for 15 years, the longest tenure speak at the second general
bers, both men and women, did chill, will run for a seat in Parin the system's history, and
Before the 1860s-the same They could deny the U.S. 7th
By VERNON SCOTT
much of the work. The first liament in the next election,
other past K.A.S.A. presidents session on Monday morning era which saw bustles come into Fleet its big bases at Yokosuka
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
Family Shoe Store
service WIWI held in the new the Conservative party said Fri'will be honored at a dinner on following the presentation of fashion-had passed, the ex- and Sasebo, and close down the
past
U.S.
day. Churchill, a journalist, lost
presidents'
pins
Air
by
Oran
installations
at
Dec.
Force's
15.
change of colorful Christmas
HOLLYWOOD (UPI}- John
Murray, Ky.
in a 1967 election for parliaAt the Monday morning Teater, Pain tsville, K.A.S.A. cards was one of England's
Tachikawa. All are 501 Main
most Yokota and
YORKTOWN TO MOTHBALLS ment to a Labor Party candid- Huston.- son of Walter, actor, session, he and others will be president-elect.
of
the
vital
for
the
maintenance
cherished customs.
director, A merican-tur n ed-Ir
platform celebrities and will be
ate.
U.S. defense commitments to
citizen, rider to hounds, is presented with past
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Fred Schultz, Murray city
presidents'
eccentric and a free-lance pins.
Yorktown, oldest aircraft earsuperintendent, will lead a First
character.
ner in the US. Fleet at 2/3
NO BUNDLES OF JOY
District discussion Monday
The West --Kentucky
He also is bent on filming an Administrator's Club, a afternoon entitled "A Plan for
years, will be mothballed at
Boston, Mass., in March.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Indictment of American middle
Action."
The Navy said the Yorktown White House says President and class, "Bullet Park," from John subsidiary of the K.A.S.A., was
organized
on
Nov.
13,
1947
J. C. Maddox, Mayfield city
was being retired because of Mrs. Nixon appreciate the spirit Cheever's latest novel.
superintendent, and Barney
Of this work, Huston said, "It mainly through Deweese's
age. The Navy previously an- and intent for well-wishers who
efforts - and he was elected first
Thweatt, North Marshall High
nounced it was mothballing the send them food and candy, but demonstrates that middle class
president of the organization.
School principal, are listed as
carriers Nearsarge and Benn- for reasons of security the Sec- ;eeriest today is a madhouse. I
Others subsequently elected
resource persons for the
ington because of economy rea- ret Service prevents tjtem from don't live in middle-class president of the
district group
accepting the gifts. 1.
America, but I'm prepared to included J. 0.
discussion, and Dennis Taylor,
Lewis (1949),
ccept Cheever's observations Cecil Reid (1959) and Hoyt
principal of Robertson
in the book."
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Elementary School. Murray, will
Huston, who has lived nearly
act as recorder
ORO OMMO DOO two decades in Ireland, has
One of the -highlights of the
DOUD
DOWO OMM
ACROSS
3-Mountain
been relatively aloof from the
three-day conference will be a
MO ODU DOODOP barbecue,
nymphs
bowling video-viewing
discussion Tuesday morning on
1 -Away
4-Snakes
UMW MOU DAD
4-Genus of
5-Hint
United States citisen who pays ADULTS 85
"The Pros and Cons of
OMM
WOO
MOOD
maples
6-Mistakes
Professional Negotiations."
UOU MOO ORM taxes and works hard for a NURSERY 6
7-Allude
8-Dillseed
DO UMOMD3 OM living. Still, he feels he is in DECEMBER
12-Swiss river
8-Approves
J. Marvin Dodson, executive
12,
1969
9-Negat,ve
13-Certain
MM11) MOM OMD
secretary, Kentucky Edtration
touch.
10-Before
14-Center
M4O2 000 ORM
Association, will introduce Allan
11-Sprtad for
"The bits I've seen from
15-ExPiro
ADMLSSIONS
ODO 020 MDR television
16-Completed
drying
West, associate executive
M.
and
my
visits
to
this
18-Protecting
OMBRA ODD DO
17-Plural ending
National Education
secretary,
teeth
19-Proceed
country
tend
to
confirm
iot UM130 MOOD
Mrs. Rebecca Wild, Rte. 1, Association, who will speak for
20-Bacteriologist's 22-Goddess of
MO 000M RIDO
Cheever's point of view."
healing
wire
Symsonia; Master Jerry Jones,
16
21-Note of
24-Art ific
The view is that of the ugly 200 So, 9th, Murray; Brent professional negotiations.
scale
language
Maurice D. Bement,executive
American,
domestic
version.
44 Hebrew month
37-French
22 Be mistaken
25-Alms box
Brown, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. director, Kentucky School
Canadian
45-Greasy
23-Supplicate
26-Period of time
"The movie isn't going to Paulette Petty, Rte, 6, Murray;
4E, Prefix distant
Boards Association, will
explorer
27-Genus of cattle 27-Greek letter
satire," Huston said. "It's a ?Ars. Allie Boggess, 415Sce 10th,
47-Headgear
38-Ruined
28-City in Russia
29-Pronoun
introduce F. C. Bryan, president,
48 Period of time
40-Strains
29-Strike
cynical
evaluation
of
Ameri30-Retail
Murray; Mrs. Doris Banks, 308 Kentucky School Boards
49-Unit of
30-Man's nickname 41 Mans
establishment
cans."
Portuguese
nickname
32-Undaunted
Woodlawn, Murray; Leonard' Association, who will speak
31 -Teutonic deity
currency
43 Three toed
33 Fruit seed
The man who chose to be Winchester, Rte, 5, Murray;Sam against profeissional negotiations.
32-Title of respect 36 Pronoun
sloth
50 Man's name
Irish currently is playing the Jones, Rte. 1, Lynnville,
33-Donee step
The conference will close
utrageous character of Buck
34-Symbol for
with the election of officers:
calcium
Loner in "Myra Breckinridge."
Samuel Alexander, Frankfort,
DISMISSALS
35-Lure
There is enough American left
K.A.S.A. president, will preside
37-Man's
nickrome
In Huston for candor, as
Mrs. Joann Turner, 1301 over all sessions.
38 Distant
compared with Irish lyricism.
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray; Mrs.
39-Appellation of
Asked why he was appearing Rebecca Wild, Rte. 1, Syrnsonia;
Athena
In the more than freaky film, Master Russell Workman, Rte.1,
40-Drunkard
NIXON WEEKEND
41-Cooled lava
he replied in all good nature: Murray; Mrs. Pamela Elkins and
42-Shore bird
to control .acceleration-avoid fish"I accepted the part because it Baby Boy, 423 So. 8th, Murray;
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Pre44-Apportion
tailing. And you can gear-down to
lark.
And
I
amusing,
a
sounded
47-Verified
Nolan Atkins, Rte. 3, Murray; sident Nixon is spending part
51-Falsehood
am being paid very well Master Bobby Mathis, Rte. 1, of the weekend at the presidenhelp you stop.
52 Region
Indeed."
Hardin; Ralph Edwards, 901 So, tial retreat at a gaily decorated
Lumpy, packed snow by the freeBrrrl Its freezing this morning,
53-Tissue
Huston, a man of elegant 5th, Murray; Mrs. Nell Hendon, Camp David in Maryland's Ca54-Cloth measure
way ramp. Here Datsun's sureYou-slip
into
your
Datsun.
Pump
the
taste, admitted he had not read 729 Nash, Murray, Mrs. Bobbie toctin Mountains.
55-Ache
footed, fully independent rear suspedal, pull the choke out an inch,
56 Mix
the Gore Vtdal novel from Evans, 406 So. 12th, Murray;
He planned to work on the
57 Brood of
which
the
screenplay
was
pension takes over. You relax.
flip
the
ignition.
Var0000m
Old
Miss Tina Cooper, 323 Wood- 1970-71 budget and return in
epheasants
taken. "I just read the script," lawn Dr., Murray; Miss Linda time for Sunday's worship ser
Datsun's powerful heatt,/defroster
Faithful
speaks.
cam
The
overhead
DOWN
e explained.
with its quick-working fan has the
Baker, Rte. 7, Benton; Mrs.Irene vices in the White House.
roars and settles to a fast, smooth idle.
The tall, baggy-eyed, multi- Pichard, Rte. 7, Murray;
1 NovellICS
Chester
interior toasty. The windshield clear
At the first traffic light there's
2 Precipitation
Huston
talented
prefers
direct.
,
Dietz. lay United eatery 3Tnalcate. eeKendall, 102 Garden, Murray;
On to work. Past the huffers and
slush
But
you
don't
cringe. Datsun's
ing to his other gifts.
Miss Jennifer Goodwin, Rte, 5,
puffers,
the sliders and stallers
waterproof
front
discs
take
hold...
SHORT CUT
Murray; Trovi Heikkinen, Box
You smile. You've got The Bad
stop you sure and easy. Waiting for
443, Murray; Guy Wilson, New
RAVENSB1JRG, Germany
Concord, Mrs. Martha Wyre,
Weather Friend:,'Make the Sound
the green, you wonder what the salt.
Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Flossie (UPI) - Travelers waiting for
Move to Datsun ... The World's Best
is doing to the cars around you. No
Hopkins, 318 No. 7th, Murray; the commuter train to Friede$2000
Car LAsk your Datsun Dealer
underproblem
with
Datsun.
It's
Mrs. Nannie York, Rte, 1, Ben- richshafen were astonished with
to
prove
it!
coated
at
the
factory.
farm,r
who
26-year-old
drove
a
ton.
his auto onto the station track
Go! You slip into first ... then
No. 3 instead. The farmer, idensecond. Datsun's-att-SVrithtomesh
ADULTS 82
tified only as Gottfried K., told
NURSERY 6 •
4-speed is ideal for making it on the
police he mistook the rails for
DECEMBER 13, 1969
slippery. You can give it Just enough
the highway. He was charged
with drunken driving.
ADMISSIONS
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DATSUN

Mrs, Linda Roberts, Rte. 7,
Murray; Mrs. Goldia Curd, Rte.
2, Murray; Mrs Gertie Hart,
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Eva Jacobs, Rte. 1, Dover, Tenn.

MARIE EVERY GRAVE

DISMISSALS

. o
THE NIXONS' Christmas tree, a 19-foot, 20-year-old from farm of Roy Pierte -ats'TwIn
stand In the ea-railed Great- Halt
LAkea. Ohio. la moved tne•,the White House;It-

PA.

Mike Charlton, 502 Vine, Murray; Mrs. Mary Parker, Rte. 5,
Murray; Miss Suzette Steele,604
Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Cora Cherry, Rte 3, Murray;
Mrs. F:thelene McCallon, Rte, 1,
Murray} Too. Breeden, • 9.4e. 1,
Hazel; Charles Bucy,(Expired),
Rte. 2, Hazel; David St. John
(Eepired), Rte. 2, Hazel,

Since 15E8

Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
- MEMORIALS
Manager
Porter Whits
111 Maple St. 753-2512

Lassiter & McKinney
810 SYCAMORE ST, Datsun Inc.
Ph. 753-7114
PrS
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By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON - Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
during debate before the Senate voted to keep American combat
troops from Laos or Thailand
"One Korea is more than enough; one Vietnam is more than
enough."

NOTICE

NOTICE

SHOEMAKER-ATKINS LIVESTOCK CO.
will hay. th&r

Third Anniversary
Friday, December 19th
and invites all hog producers who have hogs ready to go
to market to bring them to us until 12:00 o'clock noon
on Friday. You will benefit by bringing them.
It will be our way of saying Thanks and showing our
appreciation for what you have done for us.
Bring us your hogs and you will be glad you did.
Ville and Myrtle Shoemaker

REAL IMITATE FOR SALM
23 ACRE FARM, 7 room house,
bath. Stock barn, tobacco barn.
Call 7534216 between 7 a. m.
D-16-P
and 6 p. m.

n's boot
the way!
ndsome,
ugh day's
. Easy on
Stop bys by Red
nvinced!

REDUCED for quick sale. Owner lezvisig Murray, January 1st.
Two-bednecen home with extra
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag carthroughout, beautiful
ries and wall paper, eleceat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliances, inchides range with selfeleaning
oven, refrigerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice maker, also dishwasher and garbage
disposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N.
18th St. Pbone 753-1474 or 7534775 after 5:00 p. m. for appointment.
Jan.-23-C

Fh

FOR RUNT
BEAUTIFUL NEW Yalarah Lee
Apartments, South lfith Street,
across from Westview Nursing
Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
utility room, living room, kitchen and dining area. Carpeted.
Electric hest Air conditioned.
Refrigerator, built in stove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone: 7584974 or 753-3865.
H-D-18-C
CLEAN UP Shop or body dlola
for rent or lease. Phone 753
8423 or see Thomas Jones.
D-18-C

HELP WANTED

DOWNSTAIRS cake space. Will
be remodeled to suit. U interD-a7-C
ested call 753-1569.
ONE-BEDROOM furnished aentrance.
partment. Private
Married couples only. Prefer
local people. Can be seen at
D-18-C
1405 Poplar.

for
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Time Finance Co
Southede Manor
Phone 7534702
Murray, Kentucky

TYPIST NEEDED

WANTED 71) RENT
WANTED: garage to store car
for two weeks, starting, December 19. Phone 753-5242 after
5.00 p. m. or 762-4395 during
day.
D-18-P

NOTICE

KEN-TEN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES
•

Murray's
Plywood
Center
•
•

207 Maple Street
Pipe 7534563

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift Murray Woman's Club cookbooks and Kentucky scenic
placemits. Call 439-2345 or 7534498 for Information. Dec.-18C
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
Phone 527-8055, Benton Ky.
Jan.-BC

SERVICES OFIFIRID

Complete Tower
and

Antenna Work
EXPERT REPAIR ON
COLOR TV

TV Service Center
312 N. 4th

Call 753-5865

AUTOS FOR SALIII
HAND-MADE GIFTS. Gifts of
1964
FORD Galaxie 500 two
Art. Also many "Mod" Gifts
for the teenager. Phone 12 to door hardtop, three speed.
D-16-C Good condition. Price, $400.00.
5 daily. The Gallery.
Phone 753-9313
0-18-C
BEAUTIFUL coruray afghan,
$15.00 and $20.00. Phone 753
3618.
D-18-C 1959 FORD 6 cylinder automatic, good tires, good motor, one
HONDA 450, 4,000 miles, $795 - owner. Call 753-8997.
D-18-C
00. Phone 753-8432 after 5:00
p. in. or see at 1605 Catalina
0-19-C
Drive.

1969 EL CAMIRIO power steerCARD OF THANKS
ing, power brakes, vinyl roof,
We wish to express our thanks
tarp, perfect condition. Call and appreciation to all who as0-16-C sisted in any way in the time
438-5862.
of the illness and death of our
WOMEN'S CLOTHING, size 18, beloved mother and
grandmoshoes with matching bags, size ther, Mettle Kelley
Outland, who
61
/
2.B. White uniforms, lab coats passed away on
November 30th
and uniform tops and white at the age of 95
years.
clinic shoes, 61
/
2-B. Maternity
Your expressions of sympaclothes, stne 18. Call 753-3078. thy, love and
kindness have
ANTIQUE round oak table with made our burden a little lightclaw feet, chairs and sideboard. er. Thank you for everything.
The Family
Building full of nice antiques.
ITP
Phone 492-8594.
D-18-C
USED FRIGIDAIRE dryer. Good
condition. Call 753-5093 after
p. m.
D-18-C

You'RE

WHAT?

ELECTROLUX SALES di Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Jan.-20-C
•

by Charles M. Schulz

IWERE WING ON
THE SCHOOL
TRIP

YOU &NS DON'T KNOW 1-10L0 TO
SKI I. YOU'LL KILL YOURSELVES!
YOU'LL GET LOST IN A BLIZZARD!
(YOU'LL GET SUNBURNED!

DON'T WORR41 ABOUT US, SWEETIE..

WHICH WAY
70 THE
RABBIT
SLOPE?

FLAY, Timothy, Kobe, Red Clo
ver. Call Albert Cassity 753D-18-P
3413.
HALE Lewelyn Setter Bird Dog,
two years old. Registered, four
generation pedigree. Ready to
hunt. Max B. Hurt, Kirksey,
Phone 4804405.
0-19-C
SHOTGUN 1100 Remington, 3"
magnum, 12 gauge. Two 1 horse
wagons, one set harness, MO
bales hay. Phone 7534923.
D-18-P

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

I'M GOING TO GET
MY MONEY BACK
FROM THE PET
HOP

3 THREE-YEAR-OLD Beagle
hounds. 1 five-year-old Bird dog
Phone 753-7929
D-18-P
UPRIGHT PIANO, finished in
antique; good condition. Call
D-16-C
753-3692.
BEAUTIFUL tiny Toy Poodle
puppies, AKC registered. One
pair of Chinchillas, real nice.
Also do Poodle grooming after
4:00 p. in. weekdays and all day
Saturday. Phone 753-6488.
D-16-C

BROYHILL easy chair and otterrnan, green vinyl cover, used
NOTICE
mesh baby play pen, excellent
BELTONE factory freak hear- condition. Phone 753-6119.
D-16-P
Mg aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TIC SEARS 10" tilting Arbor Table
FOR THE MAN who has every- Saw, rinning fence, miter gauge,
thing, give him a Ford tractor extra blades, $90 Argus M-4
this Christmas Billingtan-For- 8 MM movie camera, power
see Tractor Company, Highway zoom, electric eye, and autoRd East, phone 753-2532. D-16-C matic threading projector, $100.
Call 753-7919 after 4:30 p.
D-18-C
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
corn
stalks.
WHEAT
STRAW,
no
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup- Nice, clean. Clovis Byerly,
TFNC Route 6, Pottertown Road, 753ply store.
0-16-P
4733.
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
trimmed or removed. Limaecaping. Yard care. For these
service' call Kelley's Termite
and Pest Coartol 753-3914. located 100 South 13th Street

By VERNON SCOTT
WASHINGTON - Sen. Charles E. Goodell, R-N.Y., criticizing
PROFESSIONAL r•al d•a
UPI Hollywood Correspondent President Nixon's plans to withdraw 50,800 more troops from
NI painting. Brush, roll, spray.
Vietnam:
References. Free estimates.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Ru- "The President's announcement confirms what I have said in
Phone 753-3486.
DEC dolf Frirnl, 90 years old Sunday,
the past, that the timing of American withdrawal from Vietnam
FOR YOUR home remodeling, sat at one of two grand pianos remains tragically at the mercy of both the Hanoi and Saigon
additions and repairs. Free esti- in his living room and rippled governments. I remain steadfast in my views that all American
mates. Call 753-6123. Jan.-20-C through a melodic five minutes troops should be withdrawn by December, 1970."
of improvised composition.
SAWS FILM, electric heaters
The composer of 30 operettas, WASHINGTON - Sen. George Murphy, R-Call!., speaking in
and all small appliances repair- Including "Rose Marie," "The support of the President:
ed. 512 R So. lath St., 753-6067. Vagabond King" and "Firefly,"
"Once again our President has shown the American people
Jan.-8-C Frind approached his 90th year
he intends to carry out his pledge to bring an honorable and just
PROMPT and guaranteed wash. bright of eye, spry of foot and conclusion to the tragic and costly war in Vietnam."
sr, dryer, range, dishwasher dubious about living to be 100.
"I'm happy to have reached
and refrigerator service. Paul's
CHICAGO - Mrs. Ruth M. Migdal, an assistant professor
Phone 753-9865.
Jan.-19--C 90," he said in a voice of art at Malcolm X College, testifying for the defense in the
untaembled by almost a centu- trial of the "Chicago Seven" about violence at the Democratic
BUILT UP ROOFS; put on or ry of vigorous work. "But my
National Convention in August, 1968:
patched Call 753-9418. Carl R. kind Of music is out.
"I saw red-faced police wearing short-sleeve shirts and bare
Howard Construction Co.
"The future of music is
"
kill,
out of the bus. They were chanting
D-22-C unmelodious. I've done my helmets pour
share and I'm satisfied to goo
°mance are considered old of this century. It was light,
before I reach 100."
fashioned," he said without romantic and, somehow, inNOME
Live On Highest Peak
today were nocent.
Friml and his fourth wife,rancor. "Audiences
side of
wrong
the
on
brottght
up
Kay, whom he married 32
Belgian proposal
tracks.
musical
the
years ago in Hong Kong, live on
on scholarships
Time
We Are Now Selling
All
Four-Four
the highest peak of the Santa
is all one
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
BRUSSELS
(UPI)_-A bill
Monica Mountains with the "Modern music
in four- pending in the Belgian parliaaccompaniment
beat
Lleki Back For Xmas
Pacific Ocean and all of Los
sorry for the ment proposes continuation of
at $1.10 lb.
Angeles sweeping out before four time. I feel
new generation because they the Eulbright Scholarship agreeWe still have that good
them.
wonderful ment on a reciprocally financed
country Sail eege
In the sun-splashed patio are missing many
things."
basis after it expires in 1970.
Friml
appeared
nearer
110
than
SHROAT'S MEAT
which makes
The 1948 Fulbright agree90. He is in excellent health and The discipline
MARKET
remains with ment converted
Belgian war
his eyes are so good he doesn't great musicians
109 North 5th Street
Friml. He spends six hours debts to the United States into a
wear glasses.
taping gift on condition the funds be
Phone 753-2953
He speaks out firmly and every day at the piano,
TFC adamantly against today's mu- his extemporaneous composi- used for the exchange of Amerigenerations.
can and Belgian students, teachsic, blaming public taste as tions for future
Among modern composers ers and researchers. In 20 years,
much as current composers for
Friml singled out the Russians, 700 Belgians and 400 Americans
its low estate.
and Khatchatur- were exchanged before the funds
Shostakovich
Friml's last operetta was
Bangup New-Year
Villa Lobos and ran out this year.
"Aniline" in 1934. A year or ian, Brazilian
Copeland.
Aaron
PAGO PAGO, American two earlier he wrote the hit American
Samoa (CPO-Residents- of this operetta "Bird of Paradise." "They are serious composers.
PORT-AU-PRINCE,
Haiti
U.- S. territory usher in the New Today's musicals- "Hello, Dol- Their music will live and be (CPU-Haiti has a population of
Year with firearms. At midnight
ember
ed."
nearly 4 million persons, all
ly," "Marne" and "Funny Girl" r em
Dec. 31 heads of families step
So, apparently, will much of squeezed into a mountainous
-he dismisses as trash.
work which set a terrain no larger than Maryland.
outside their homes and fire
"Real love stories
and Friml's
shotgun blasts into the air.
musical pace for the first half or about 10,700' square mike.

Peanuts®

NO MONEY DOWN, take over PEANUTS
payments on repossessed mobile home, 1968, 12' x 64' threebedroom Melody. Call '153-6734.
D-18-C

EARLY AMERICAN dinette set,
WANTED: Man for full time like new, $65.00 Phone 753-2813.
D-18-C
work. Contact Robert Wiggins
ApFurniture
Stone
Wiggins
at
1/3 H. P. autcrmatic sump pump.
ply in person from 8:00 a. m. Phone 753-2659 after 3:00 p. m.
TTC
till 5:30 p. m.
D-18-P
PART IVAN
SIX WEANING pigs Call 4351TP
4317.

TWO ROOMS for four girls,
electric twat, air conditioned,
Frigidaire and cooking Prive.
Private entrance. 1603 College
Farm Rd. Call 753-2377. D-18-C MSU grad student needs girl
to type clam & research notes;
THREE UNFURNLSHE.D rooms and in Jan. at fired thesis draft.
downstaira Private entrance. Would prefer a local girl, posClose to town, elderly couple sally a high school graduate,
preferred. Phone, lights, water who can work with me Incidfurnished. $35.00 per mouth. entally as thesis progresses.
Phohe 753-6173 or 753-1740 af- Payment 50e per page or neter 5:00 p m.
D-18-C gotiable by the hour. Call
George Sincoe any evening afTRAILER, vacant January 1, ter 7 p. m., 753-8735.
0-20-C
1970. Close to campus. Electric
heat and air. Couples only. WANTED: baby sitter in my
Phone 753-1203.
D-18-P home. Phone 753-7258. D-18-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
furnished. Available January
3, 1970. 1669 Ryan Ave. Call
753-8186.
D-22-P

FOR SALM
USED OFFICE equipment In- \
eluding desks, chain, adding
machines, legal size filing cobinet. Phone 753-8608, 753-7730
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p. m.
TIC

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
500 p. m. to 11 p. tn., male or
female. Apply in person to DealCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls plesse.
TTC GET YOUR Christmas Hickory
WANTED TO BUY
smoked country hams at Mean's Locker Plant, 107 North WANTED. firewood. Call 7537548 after 4:00 p. m. D-18-C
3rd
Street Phone 753-1601.
Managers
Assistant
D-19-C

C. P. Williams
3-ROOM furnished apartment,
private. Call 753-1532, 101 8.
D-19-C
10th.

16. 1969

Quotes From The News
90 YEAR OLD
COMPOSER SAYS
MUSIC IS TRASH

77/1891/91
,
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THE LEDGER

BALDWIN ORGANS, new and
used Spinet Pianos. lesnardo
Piano Company. "Your Complete Music Store" Across from
Post Office,- Paris, Tenn.
H-D-16-C
'64 INTERNATIONAL Tractor
and mower. Phone 7534904
D-16-C

A
Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van 1Buren
r

1S
PST, SLATS."OuR CHANCES 0
GETTIN' OUT 0 THIS MESS AavE ,ARE MIGHTY SLIM.S0 I SUC/GESTS
WE TEE OFF ON THESE SPACE ,e -

Ae-. NOT YET,
, POP,
I r
//
1/
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/MAW, WHEN WE s,OIE IN THE NAME
GET INSIDE THEIR 40* LIBERTY// 1ER
RIG, WE CAN eto ' 607 SOMETHIN'
SOME REAL A 60INI THERE ,
t'AmAG AN..,
, _SON.,
-

THE TWO HOLOouTS TO
CAPITULATION ARE BEING
OROL6HT IN ,GENERAL.. I'LL
REPORT ON
ATTITUDE
SHORTLY

TweIR

\I

14* %ft U IPer
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Lil' Abner
'TAINST RESPECTABLE
TO KETCH r
:
TA I NIPNEUMONIA
./4
ItaSPIECTAbLE
NEITHER!!
FCY YO'TO LIVE

HERE!!

by Al Capp
.`/CV KIK] MOVE
BACK IN, AFT,"

AN KETT:AN'
LEG ALL MARRiEs

TI--lAT 15-IF
`KJ' WANTS
ME TO-

OH,A/-4'L L WAtir
'
74C--)' TO:
\
AW RIGHT..
Fr-AH LL
-ACP-100g-NEW

NIURSN',
THAT. TIME

'.10'ON
IE
HAWK I WS DAY,

JANUAR-1 101:f

MILLJONS of rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
OPPORTUNITY ro OWN beau- America's finest. Rent electric
tiful Spinet-Console Piano, will shampooer $1. Big K. D-20-C
rewrite on small payments for 1966 MOBILE HOME. Excellent
party with good credit. Will condition, two bedroom, 10' by
transfer and guarantee. Write 5f7'. Central heat and air-conHome Office, Joplin Piano Co. ditioning Phone 753 8496
0-18-P
Joplin, Mo.
1) 17C

.•
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LOUISVILLE (UPI): The "Siege of
Louisville" is over, leaving a number of
nervous old ladies, dss and cats.
Atmospheric conditions apparently
were perfect Monday for giving the illusion that tank firing on the Ft Knox firing range 25 miles to the southwest was
on the outskirts of Louisville.
Windows rattled and dishes danced on
cabinet shelves, setting off hundreds of
telephone calls to police, radio stations
and newspapers.
Ft. Knox authorities said the gunnery
ranges were shut down at 10.30 p.m. They
said no more than five tanks were firing
at any given time.
The principal theory as to why the
sound was heard so clearly here was that
atmospheric conditions, c o u pl e d with a
light esind from the southwest and wind
direction, were just right.

Speech And Hearing Clinic
Offers A Full Diagnosis

THE LEDGER
breakdown and foster dependency."
Another area of concentration
at the clinic is working with
children with cleft palates. A
Murray dentist is helping with
the therapy of two six-year-old
girls by constructing protheses—
devices which fit over the palate
to keep too much air from escaping through the nasal passages—
for the children.
The speech therapy program
was started 2'7 years ago by Dr.
A. C. La Follette, former chairman of the communications department, and six students in
the language and literature department.
When Dr. La Follette left,
the program did not progress
and eventually was dropped. Four
years ago Dr. Frank Kodman
of the psychology department reopened the clinic, and Dr. Betty
Hinton, speech professor, became the acting director.
Dr. Bartholomy took over the
director's position last summer
after receiving his doctorate
from Ohio University, where be
taught while studying for his
PhD.
Returning this fall was Dr.
LaFollette, who is teaching in
the speech department at MSU.
He conducts classes in phonetics
which are taken by speech and
hearing majors.
In 1966, a major in speech
and hearing was offered for the
first time at Murray State. The
first four majors graduated in
June of '68.
Since then more and more students at the university have come
to take speech and hearing less
for granted and have decided to
pursue a career of speech and
hearing work.
Many of them have no doubt
stopped by the clinic and have
become caught up in the tide
of elation common to both clinic
therapists and clients when a
step along the road to more normal speech and hearing patterns
has been achieved.

Delayed speech and language program in speech and hearing
patterns prevented two three. will be offered. Dr. Bartholomy
year boys from s'peaking intellig- also hopes to be able to convert
ibly three years ago. They have a room adjacent to the clinic
into a speech-science lab for
now entered the first grade.
Their progress is an example graduate research.
Presently, the clinic includes
of the advances being made at the
Speech and Hearing Clinic at one major classroom, a student
workroom, a testing - training
Murray State University.
Another boy who was totally room, and several therapy
deaf came to the clinic for a rooms.
Students in the speech and
year and a half before spending
a year and a half in a school hearing program observe testfor the deaf. He has now made ing during their sophomore year,
enough progress that his parents are assigned to study a case as
have enrolled him in a public juniors, and as seniors have TO REMOVE MISSILES
their own clients as well as do
school.
These dramatic advances have their student teaching.
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
sparked Murray State students' Among the equipment used by Pentagon has announced plans
awareness of the speech and the clinic in testing, teaching, to remove 36 "obsolescent"
hearing field, evidenced by the and therapy are an IAC hearing Mace-B surface-to-surface misfact that in less than four months booth, phonic mirrors for used siles and their 722-man crew
the number of speech and hearing with articulation problems, and from Okinawa.
majors at MST: has skyrocketed six audiometers, four of which
The Defense Department said
almost 100 percent from 28 maj- are portable.
removal of the 498th Tactical
These portable audiometers Missile Group at Kadena Air
ors to the present 55.
This increase has been thought have recently been used in scr- Force Base "does not diminish
to be due to the dynamic leader- eening 1900 elementary school the U.S. capability to
meet its
ship of Dr. John Bartholomy, children in Calloway County for commitments in the Far
East."
speech and hearing director who possible speech and hearing de- It said the missiles will
be
Joined the faculty in July, and to fects. "Seventeen percent of returned to the United
States
those
screened
the students' awareness, accordmerit therapy," and the servicemen reassigned.
ing to Miss Diana Mills, co-or- says Miss Mills. She noted that
dinator of diagnostics at MSU. the national average is only eight
The speech and hearing clinic, percent.
which acts not only as a training
As a result of this testing
ground for students het also provides services free of charge to service by the clinic, the Callouniversity students and faculty way County School Board has
and to the community, offers just engaged a full-time speech
full-range diagnostic services. therapist for the county school
Excluding public school tera. system.
pists and small public centers,
The main programs of the
the nearest clinic next to Murray clinic are to evaluate hearing
which can provide the same scope and speech, provide lip-reading
of services is the University of instruction, and provide therapy
Kentucky at Lexington.
for stutterers, those with artic"The only thing that we can't ulation problems, those with cledo here," remarks Dr. Bartho- ft palates, and those needing
lomy, "is fit hearing aids. Next esophageal speech training.
year we intend to offer this service to the university and the suA specialty for Dr. Bartholor rounding ax ea."
my is the teaching of esophageal
Located on the fifth floor of speech to patients who have
had
the Education Building, the clinic their larynxes removed. He
prehas a staff of three full-time fers to teach the
"swallow-airfaculty members — Dr. Bartho- and burp" method called esophalomy, Miss Mills, and Miss Bar- geal speech, but
also uses electbara Harrod, supervisor of the ro-larynx devices.
He is now
clinic and of student teaching. working with two cancer clients.
Plans are now under way to
His objection to the electroengage another faculty member larynx devices
are that "they
for next fall, when a master's make you subiect to
electronical
IN POUTICAL ORBIT Former
astronaut John H. Glenn announces in Columbus, Ohio,
that he will seek the Democratic nomination for the
U.S. Senate in the state's
primary election next May.
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COMPLETE HEADQL7
SWINGER FILM
Polaroid Land Film,
Type 20. 8 Prints 2031
Black & White

1-1-1.71•
Polaroid 3000 Speed

$2.11 Value

Type 107
8 Prints 3Ix4e
Black & White

$
148

Polaroid Color Pack
$2915 Value
Camera

$2.85 Value
$198

& P re

Ma+.

Wilfred
a wise
grow ol
to what
what th

Polaroid Color Land
Film Pack $5.39 Value
8 Prints
3Ix4e

Seven B
yard th.
and one

$388
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Let Say-Rite Develop All Your Holiday Film
F-a-s-t, Courteous Service at Discount Savings!

Save $6.071

Kodacolor X Color
Negative Film
For color prints
# 126 Cartridge

for the new
Polaroid Camera

Sunbeam 7-Speed

Pushbutton Blender
with Solid State (BL-70)

Third •
morning
awa. Wi
olishmer
the cony
from Ok
fornia, t
there to

SYLVANIA BLUE DOT

FLASH
CUBES
12 Flashes

$1.10 Value
88'

The cost
for the I
$4.00 pi
One mig
mixed f
talk whil
Hzing

'Shot of Steam' Iron
Reg. plus Instant EXTRA concentrated steam.
Reg. plus Instant EXTRA concentrated steam, multiple vents, no
_tip safety heel rest. Permanent
press fabric setting.

The cony
eral min
of all of

(Conti!'
PORTABLE PROFESSIONAL TYPE

Pen
Of

SUNBEAM HAIR DRYER
• Built-in heat control
• 4 temperature settings
• Adjustable drying arm
• Large air volume for fiat drying
• Luggage type case with storage space

Discount
Priced!
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YES! Say-Rite has the . . .
One and Only KINDNESS 20
Instant Hair Setting by Clairol
You're Always Ready
with KINDNESS 201
Compact Carrying Case
also Included,

Family Size. Choose
Jar, Unbreakable Tube
or Lotion

$27.99 Value
$1888

Your Choice!
$118

* For That Very Special Man *
NORELCO RECHARGABLE RAZOR
Triple Header with
Microgroove Heads and
Pop Up Trimmer for Fast,
Comfortable Shaves

JADE EAST
AFTER SHAVE
$3 Value

$39.95 Value
$2888

JADE EAST
COLOGNE
$3.50 Value
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WE'RE CLOSING
OUT OUR TOY
DEPARTMENT

ALL TOYS TOTA
DISCOUNT
PRICED!

Mrs.
Hospii
Mrs. W
is a patio
Hospital,
where sh
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She is
those wis
her cards
tared the
December

Get All The
Famous Toys by
Mattel, Ideal
Remco and Others!

bAG1/2 PRICE 1)

4
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URGES CRACKDOWN — Gov. Louie B. Nunn, speaking to • group of law enforcement officials at a traffic safety meeting in Lexington, said the seriousness of the cur
rent traffic accident situation demands that ludoes, lawyers
and polkernen support strict enforcement of the law against
any and all violators. The mooting was sponsored by the
American Automobile Association of Lexington and Louisville.

SHOP 9-9 WEEKDAYS
FAMILY
Shoe Store
Murray, Ky.
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were fine

Choose from the Largest
Selection of Cards in the Entire Area!
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PRICES GOOD THRU SUN. DEC. 21

• BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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752-8304
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